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Introduction

My passion and desire for sharing this information is to assist as many people as I can to reclaim the truth of their selves and heal into higher conscious awareness. If it were within my means I would shout this information from a mountain top for all to hear and consider, but we are dealing with the limitations of this reality field so I must work within those limitations.

I cannot prove any of this information and it is not my desire or intention to try to prove anything to anyone; it is simply a process of offering thoughts to consider in the search for truth and understanding. Because I cannot prove any of this information it must be considered theoretical in nature. However, you will be able to come to conclusions on your own just by seeking with an open mind.

It really does not matter if any of this information is true, it only matters what you choose to believe is true. You create your own reality, and everything you will ever experience is you. The information I share comes only from me. Many would say it comes from my Higher Consciousness/Higher Self and they perceive this Higher Consciousness as something separate from themselves. I used to believe the same thing. However, since I started my healing journey, I remember what Higher Consciousness is and know that it is simply a higher energy expression of me.

The connection to our Higher Conscious is something none of us should ever forget. All Eternal Life expressions have a multi-dimensional family of consciousness they should be in constant communication with, but it should not feel like you’re communicating with someone separate from yourself. It is simply a process of “being aware” of new higher thoughts that were previously unavailable for you to become aware of. Within those higher thoughts lies more of the higher love of Source.

Healing allows the potential to regain open awareness and communication with your higher family of consciousness. It is my desire to offer you sparks to consider that may assist your process of healing into truth, and thereby into awakening that connection within yourself.
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I have been “aware” all of my life and when I was a child I had the usual unseen friend who was with me for many years. She was a little Indian girl with long black braids and she wore red boots, hence her name was Red Boots. I was very lucky that my mother was already awake and seeking truth even though there was not much truth to discover at that time. She encouraged me to remember truth from within myself instead of the way that most people try to constrain, restrict and control the imagination of a child.

In my adulthood, my mother and I shared a common goal and desire to discover truth so my life experience would not be considered the typical childhood upbringing of only focusing on the toys and dramas children are encouraged to seek.

Many times throughout my life I experienced moments when I would be working at a task and I would hear someone speak my name. I would turn and say “yes?”, but never found anyone there. Yet the voice was as clear as if they were standing in the room with me. I would simply shrug this off until later in adulthood when I became annoyed by it and told whoever it was to either speak up or stop bugging me.

It was not until October of 2012 that my communication line to my higher conscious awareness opened fully and I heard this part of myself loud and clear. It was exciting and unnerving at the same time. I thought for sure others close to me must be having the same type of experience, but when I asked the answer was no. That was rather disheartening because I wanted others to have the same type of experience so we could talk about all of these wonderful things. I am still seeking anyone who is becoming aware of this information because I desire to speak about it and compare notes.

However, there are many people around the planet becoming aware of pieces of this information, though those who report it are not able to apply such concepts beyond the illusion of the holographic reality field. I now know why that is the case, and we will explore that subject within this information.

I am no more special than anyone else on planet earth; we are all equal and should all be aware of this information. The information is open and available within the planet for anyone who can access it but there
are real reasons why the masses are not yet accessing it. Why am I able to do so? When I ask that question the answer I become aware of is, “because you can and because it is necessary.”

As I continue to heal I become aware of more pieces. This led me to an awareness of why “I can.” I will share with you in this book what I know about the process.

Healing to remember truth is not a process of being fed information, it is not a process of your higher consciousness simply telling you things. You must first spend time to connect with your higher consciousness, and then work with it to allow you to open the energy the truth is held within, then you can think and talk with your higher consciousness about what you become aware of. If you have no awareness of a higher consciousness then it is not within your consciousness to even consider it something to talk about. That is why I offer this information for your consideration. Until you become awake to the idea of higher energy thoughts to consider, you have no awareness of them. This information (as does all information and knowledge) will act as a catalyst to spark your own thoughts and questions into awakening within yourself.

Awareness within your higher energy mind only seems unnatural for the healing consciousness of earth. Once I reached a major healing point within myself I no longer felt as if I was communicating with a part of myself that was in a different and higher location. It is now simply a matter of becoming aware of more thoughts, more pieces that allow a larger image to be put together.

You may have a wondering thought about something, which is the beginning point of becoming aware of the answer and then the answer simply opens to your awareness. It may open in pieces, it may open all at once but until it opens you have no awareness of the answer.

Truth cannot be known until you know it and experience it for yourself. This is why no one’s truth is another’s truth unless someone chooses to adopt another’s truth as theirs. For this reason I continue to suggest that you believe nothing until you know and experience it within yourself as that is the only way you are going to know for certain.
My truth is, always has been and always will be Source. The one true Eternal Source of creation that many choose to call God, I simply choose to call Source because the word God has been so abused within this hologram and has been used to control the masses for thousands of years. There is only ONE Source of all of creation regardless what name an individual chooses to use to refer to that conscious, intelligent, creative force.

I do not believe in Source simply out of faith or because someone taught me that I must. I have always known of my personal relationship with Source and have always known I could communicate with Source anytime I desire; knowing such truth continues to assist me through the journey of life on earth and the many challenges that come along.

It is my deepest desire that all life forms of earth share a loving relationship with Source and understand more of what that means. I used to think everyone did and was quite shocked and saddened to discover that is not the case. Your personal relationship with Source is the most important relationship you will ever have. It is not about bowing down to a God-like being; it is about feeling and knowing the immense love of Source, feeling it flow within you. When you know that feeling within yourself you will never feel unloved again.

Only through our personal relationship with Source can we heal and remember truth, for the truth is held within the higher energy of Source. All should know the truth but there are many real reasons why that has not been the case for thousands of years within the earth population.

The information presented here is going to speak against almost everything you have been taught is truth your whole life. For many it can be very scary to wake up one day and realize that just about everything you believed to be true is not true. But we will discover within this information why the masses have believed non-truths for thousands of years and why science continues to encounter so many anomalies as they try to use their technology to discover and understand truth.
When truth is forgotten everything then seems to be magical, which eventually turns into superstition. Living a life filled with superstition creates inner fears which is fear of the “unknown.”

I have previously shared information and image analogies about the Divine Trinity and the Eternal Life Grid on the Ascension Whispers YouTube channel and website. As I continue to heal and become aware of more information I find greater understanding about previous pieces of information I had written. This will always be the case when healing to remember truth because we are dealing with opening more, higher energy to our awareness while experiencing within a mutated physical body form and the body itself can only allow awareness to occur per the operation of the body form. As information continues to open to my personal awareness I have continued to allow myself to step into overwhelm concerning how to share this information with the public.

The amount of words required to try to share and assist people to grasp concepts that seem strange and unknown is massive. I could talk for hours about one subject and there would still remain gaps of understanding, so I was guided to put this information into book format.

For several months I rebelled against that guidance because I had never written a book before and do not consider myself a professional writer. However, I now realize that it simply needs to get into written form so that others who are seeking it can access it. And that the writing will assist in opening the knowledge within the planetary system so it will be available to the masses as they continue to heal and are ready to consider it.

Higher thought awareness does not become aware in linear sequence, at least not in my personal process. It opens in pieces scattered all over the place. I then try to match up the pieces and put them in linear sequence so I can then share with others. This is a result of consciousness being fragmented. Becoming aware of the truth held within higher levels of energy is a process of merging these fragments of consciousness, similar to putting a puzzle together.

When I see something, I see the whole thing all at once. But when I look deep within the entire picture to see and understand pieces I realize that looking at pieces to understand the whole picture is “massive” and is
why it requires a lot of text to share those pieces. Think of seeing a car but then having to explain how the car is created and how it operates.

In the beginning of this process, I was quite naïve about that. I thought because I saw the whole picture at once that it would be easy and quick to be able to share what I was becoming aware of. Silly me! You learn as you heal.

I share “my truth” with you because I am living the process of becoming aware of it every day of my life, but that does not make it your truth. You will have to decide for yourself if it resonates with you. If nothing else, it might turn out to be a good science fiction read.

Whatever you choose to experience in your life, I intend it only brings you happiness, joy and love.

Marie Love
Chapter 1
Basic Things to Consider

Is There a Purpose to Life?

Are you one of the minority who seek answers, who seeks truth and wonders if there is some grand purpose to life? Or are you one of the majority who simply accepts life is what it is, so you deal with it the best you can and do whatever it takes to survive?

Those who are “seekers” are the ones who assist in opening to an awareness of the answers so that others may discover them. Humankind has been seeking truth for thousands of years and many “think” they have discovered truth yet for thousands of years humans have continued to kill each other. It would seem that the truth many think they have found has not been able to heal that fact.

We should not forget truth simply because we birth into a holographic reality field to have a life experience! Would we think it was normal if we experienced our childhood and upon reaching adulthood our entire childhood was erased from our memory, simply because of becoming an adult? Of course not unless everyone on the planet experienced that as their reality and then no one would know it was not a natural occurrence.

Neither is it a natural occurrence that the simple experience of birthing into a baby body erases our memory of everything we knew before we did so; the information that tells us where we came from, how we got here, why we came here, where we are going and how we are going to get there. But the masses of earth have experienced such as part of their reality for so long that no one can remember it is not natural to birth with our memory completely erased.

The fact that we do experience complete memory wipe when we birth into the earth system has even allowed the masses to forget if they did exist before doing so. Since they cannot remember that truth it only seems natural for them to wonder if they still exist when the physical body dies.
Why does creation and life seem to be so mysterious? Why can no one remember these seemingly simple answers that would explain what humans have been seeking for thousands of years? Are the answers we seek hidden from us, did someone come along and purposefully hide them for a sinister reason?

Organized religion teaches that we should not ask such questions as it is not fitting for us to know such things; only God can know such things and we are simply supposed to follow the rules and pray and hope for the best. There are millions of people in the world who believe and do just that. So, if you are one who dares to ask questions and seek answers outside the box of ancient, accepted beliefs you may wonder why you have the urge to do so. Why do you see things differently than your ancestors did, and perhaps differently than your upbringing led you to believe? Are you different than the rest of the masses and if so, what is different about you? Perhaps you have never felt like you fit into the earth paradigm; does that mean you are strange in some way?

There must be a reason for the massive population explosion that has allowed over seven billion people to birth into the earth system. That is over seven billion souls that chose to birth into a baby body to be part of the earth system. Where did all of these souls come from and why have they come at this time? Why have there not been as many souls birthing into the earth system at any other point in known history? Are we simply to believe it is the result of more people having sex or perhaps a result of modern technology that allows for longer livelihood? That can hardly be the case when the largest population explosion has occurred in countries where health care and the basic needs for survival are scarce, if they exist at all.

Should we be concerned, as scientific reports desire us to be, that the population explosion is a great concern because of the false belief that the planet does not hold enough “resources” to support such a massive amount of people? Are the resources of the planet being controlled?

Depending on your location within the planetary system, the life experience can include any degree of hardship and everyone “thinks” their level of hardship is the greatest yet all may wonder what is it all about, why must anyone experience a life filled with any level of hardship and why has it been the same for
millions of years? Does Source really have a “grand plan” that all will eventually remember why they had to endure such hardship?

The information within the Eternal Conscious Creation Series is going to offer you many things to consider that perhaps you have never encountered before, it is going to speak against a lot of things that have been accepted as truth within the earth paradigm for thousands of years and completely out of the box of mainstream everything. This information will offer you answers to consider to all such questions and answers to questions you most likely have not yet even become aware to ask.

The information that holds possible answers to such questions is both scientific and spiritual in nature but has nothing to do with science or religion as it has been taught within the earth system for thousands of years. It will also offer many things to consider for those who do accept ancient scientific and religious beliefs but only if you have your eyes and ears open to really see and hear this information, because the truth of creation has been right before our eyes all along and yet no one could hear or see it, and we will discover why. We will also develop a greater understanding of why millions of people who are currently having a life experience will not be able to recognize such probable truth during their present life experience.

Your Body

You have been living your entire life within your physical body and so you know full well that if you cut your finger, get a cold or the flu, break a limb or get sick with a virus your body will work to heal itself. Since the body works to heal itself without us even being aware of how it does, why does the body die? If you are like the majority of the population you do not even wonder why the body dies. Such an occurrence has simply become accepted as part of life. You live, you pay taxes and you die! Is that really what the life experience is about?
Science tells us the body dies as result of cells dying within the body, pointing to old age and disease. Are these things natural or are they simply accepted as being natural because that is the way it has been as long as anyone can remember?

Do you know how your body works? What allows you to have the life experience via your physical body; why does it get sick, age and die? You should know these answers as it is your body and yours alone. You should not have to pay anyone thousands of dollars to be told how your body works. After all, you carry it with you every day of your life.

It is an accepted fact that the body is going to die eventually, and the masses fear this so much they do everything they can to hold off that destiny for as long as possible. People have searched thousands of years for the magic secret of “immortality” with the desire to live forever, to never change, never age. Such a desire is the result of the “fear of death” which is actually fear of the unknown, but it goes much deeper than that fear. It is a result of a deeply hidden memory that death of the body form is not a natural occurrence for the human population.

Fear of the unknown with death of the physical body is so strong within the masses that they have even created cover words for the word death, as if speaking the word death is somehow going to bring that experience to them, and then they speak the cover words in whispered tones.

Do you know that without the physical body no one would be able to have a life experience on earth? Well, that makes sense doesn’t it since the belief is held that life ends once the body dies?

You are not a physical being that hopes to one day become a spiritual being! You ARE an energetic, spiritual being who is having a temporary experience via a physical body form. This physical body form is composed of matter which quantum physics has proven does not exist unless someone is looking. That implies the “someone looking” is not of a matter body expression.

You are “conscious energy” and that is a rather scary thought for science because no one really knows what consciousness is. Because consciousness cannot truly be understood but can only be “experienced and
felt,” the science community has been on a mission for thousands of years to prove that matter manifests as a result of provable chemical reactions and does not require an intelligent life form to exist. Quantum physics searches deeper within matter than the ancient laws of physics do and by seemingly accident quantum physics has discovered that matter does not exist unless someone is looking. This implies matter can only exist via the result of a “currently unknown,” higher intelligence which cannot be dissected or examined via scientific instruments.

Science points to “evolution” as the process by which life occurs and religion points to “magic” of an unseen force. The concept of magic leads to superstition and superstition leads to control via fear. Is it possible that magic does not really exist but only seems to be magic because the truth cannot be remembered? Is it possible that evolution is in fact “re-evolution” from some event which created the resulting memory loss?

The truth you can become aware of is determined by your current belief system, and you will not be able to become aware of anything different than your chosen belief system if you are not willing to look outside of your belief system.

The truth has been around and within the earth system all along; but no one has been able to see the truth because memory loss allows for the creation of false belief systems based on what can be experienced via the physical body alone and turns off our awareness of the seemingly magic that creates the physical body.

As long as we are having a life experience within this earth reality field via the condition of the human body form we can “only” be aware of what the condition of the human body form will allow us to be aware of. The entire earth life experience is based upon the human body form and the way that it operates. But thought patterns within the earth system have never included the human body condition when trying to discover how creation occurs. We will remember how ironic that fact is as we journey together to remember the truth of how a planetary hologram is created.
**Everything is Energy**

Do you know that all of creation is energy and that energy cannot be destroyed but simply changes form? Most likely you were taught in grade school science class that everything is energy when you learned about atoms, but did anyone ever teach you that your body is made of energy as well? Most likely not, as the concept of everything within creation being energy is not applied to what we call living, breathing life forms. A newer term is “human carbon footprint.” This term is the concept of humans using technology to disrupt the environment. Science uses technology to research the planetary environment and uses modern satellites to research earth from outer space. Though researchers have gained more insight into the interconnection of the entire earth system, scientists still do not include the “energy” of the human condition within their equations.

Absolutely everything is energy and energy cannot be created or destroyed, it simply changes form. Science has known this for thousands of years but very few people give any thought to it. If everyone did give such a truth much thought, they might understand that it must mean we existed before our physical body did, and so must do so after our physical body dies. If everyone on the planet thought about such a fact and applied it to the teachings of organized religion, how would organized religion be able to control the population via the fear of death of the physical body?

Do you know that science has even proven that water retains memory and is directed by conscious thought – words – images? The human body is 50 to 65 percent water so if water retains memory then why should we lose our memory simply because of putting our energy into a physical body form? This contradicts the idea that our energy must be eternal because energy cannot be created or destroyed, it simply changes form.

**Shift into a Higher Level of Healing**

There are thousands of people who no longer accept the ancient beliefs taught as truth within the earth system because a level of healing has been reached that allows people to think about things no one has been
able to consider before, to look at the accepted ancient beliefs and realize there is something very wrong within those beliefs.

Many who are starting to “think outside the box” are calling this shift into a higher level of healing a “Shift into Higher Consciousness” simply because they do not know what else to call it. However, very few currently hold any open memory of what consciousness really is so do not understand what it means to shift into higher consciousness.

Does it simply mean becoming aware of thoughts that no one else could previously become aware of and if so, what is allowing such a thing to all of a sudden occur? Does it simply mean people are going to sit around and think new thoughts and the rest of the population are going to continue on with life as it has always been accepted? Or does it mean the entire reality field is going to change?

Change...a word that can bring about all kinds of fear! Change into what? Change can be hard for anyone to experience simply because change implies transforming into something “unknown.” People desire their comfort space and at least know what to expect from the “known.” Many people will ignore and try to stop change simply because they are filled with fear about their comfort space being disrupted in some manner.

Life is all about change. If we did not change we would not grow and not growing is the only real concept of death of anything. Your body is changing constantly as is the world around you, and yet the change occurs so gradually that no one really pays any attention. This inattention to the constant change of life around them happens because everyone is caught up in the life experience and most are not able to focus beyond the life experience.

The “purpose of life” is to experience all possible thoughts. Experiencing all possible thoughts allows “discovery of self,” learning more about self, who self is and what self is capable of creating. The desire to discover self is the true meaning of spirituality. The life experience is supposed to be joyful, fun, exciting, loving and balanced. There should not be imbalance of any kind within the life experience as Source brings into being all of creation to express in balance.
So, why might the life experience of earth hold any degree of imbalance within it? Is Source creating the imbalance? Does Source hear anyone’s prayers concerning the desire to express in balance and live a happy, joyful life? Are prayers for such healing ignored? That has seemed to be the reality of earth for a very long time. This can make people believe that Source does not even exist and does not care what happens to anyone, or that they are some kind of evil, sinful creature that must beg for mercy from Source to convince Source they are worthy of healing. These are the types of thought patterns held within the people of earth for billions of years.

To rediscover the answers to such questions we must start our journey of self-discovery at the beginning, and the beginning can only be with Source, for creation occurs from the “Inside Out” NOT the “Outside In.”
Chapter 2
The Beginning

Creation is not chaotic or simply happenstance. Creation is an extremely complex, well-thought-out design and scientists in the field of quantum physics have discovered this, even though ancient, accepted science and physics have tried for eons to prove creation is simply a series of random events.

Many organized religions teach of an unseen, all-knowing, loving though wrathful creator, and in so doing forced the masses to fear this creative force while at the same time preaching of the love of this creative force. Organized religion is the result of ancient pagan beliefs being “re-legioned” to create a belief system that all would be forced to accept and adhere to. All one has to do is study the history of the religious wars to discover this to be true.

Science wanted to prove that the pagan and superstitious beliefs of organized re-legions are just that, false beliefs designed to control the masses. In doing so, they completely removed the concept of a creative force from the equation as such a force cannot be seen or studied with scientific equipment. Mainstream science has always studied the “visible” or what can be seen with the physical eyes. If it cannot be seen with the physical eyes, it does not exist. At least that is what science set out to prove, and a large percentage of the masses continue to believe this false truth.

We cannot see the air but we know it exists because we experience the effects of it. We cannot see our emotions but we know they exist because we feel them. Simply because something cannot be dissected in a lab does not mean it does not exist; it simply means the physical body form cannot tell us it exists.

The new area of quantum science has done just the opposite and proved that a creative, intelligent force does exist. This is why previous factions of science and quantum science are not yet meshing with each other. But there is a “re-evolution” occurring within all sectors of science as a result of quantum science. The scientists are currently in a floundering mode as they recognize that “new theories” need to be discovered because the ancient, accepted theories are being proven wrong by quantum science.
The ancient accepted thoughts and beliefs do not go away overnight. It requires “healing to remember the truth” to allow the non-truth to become visible. It also requires understanding what it means that creation exits as both waves and particles as the waves or unseen energy create the particles. Physics is the science of studying particles and particles are a holographic illusion which come into view via waves. Consciousness is the “conductor” of both waves and particles so only being able to study particles via consciousness that is conducting those particles is going to continue to return changes within the particles.

Why has it taken thousands of years for today’s cutting-edge scientists to start thinking differently? Is it simply a byproduct of advanced scientific equipment that allows quantum science to look deeper into matter?

Creation occurs from the inside out and though the inside is not perceivable to the known five senses of our current physical body, that truth has always expressed within the earth reality field. The inside of creation is what allows the illusion of outer creation to exist but it cannot be seen via the operation of the physical body eyes. It can only be seen with a higher vision that does not require the physical body eyes to be open or working. Our ability for higher vision was not accessible for thousands of years, but we have finally reached a point of healing that is allowing higher vision to turn back on within some of the earth populations.

Historically, physics was always the process of people studying creation from the outside in, or studying what the physical body could see right before us by studying nature and the physical body itself. Quantum physicists have now proven that the act of simply observing alters what is being looked at. I am not sure if science has yet had a light bulb moment to realize that this implies the energy of the people doing experiments has affected every scientific experiment ever done. This is a prime example of the fact that “consciousness conducts matter via the beliefs held within consciousness.” To begin to understand what it really means that matter does not exist unless someone is looking, what it means to be shifting into higher conscious awareness, what all of that means for the life experience and “change,” and why it even matters to begin with, we must start at the beginning and the beginning can always only be with Source – God.
**Who, What and Where is Source?**

[In the beginning was God and God spoke and said, “Let there be light.”].

There is so much truth held within that ancient thought pattern that today when I think about it I find myself in awe of how much truth has always been right before the eyes of the masses, and yet could not be seen. Truth does not hide, it is simply truth. Truth only seems to be hidden when a life form forgets the truth and can only base their understanding on perceivable matter.

*In the beginning was God.* This truth is saying that there is nothing within ALL of creation except God – Source. *God Spoke and said, “Let there be light.”* This truth states that all of *perceivable creation* is made of light and sound; and sound was created first which then created light.

Source is *no thing* and yet all things at the same time. Source is a gestalt of Conscious Energy that can neither be quantified nor defined until it reaches the point of Creation. Source is the **conscious energy** of all of creation. There is no other energy but the energy of Source within all of creation which means that all of creation is consciousness.

All of creation is energy and energy cannot be created or destroyed. Thus there is only one source of energy, ONE God Source. This means all of creation is the energy of the One True Source of creation. We experience many different types of energy we call a source of energy such as the sun, fire, volcanoes and fossil fuels, but if it were not for the One True Source of Creation no energy would exist.

Source has no beginning, no ending and no boundaries. Source is conscious, self-aware and holds all emotions known and unknown. Source is balance, love, joy and all positive qualities one can think of. Source is “MIND” and Source “THINKS” and simply by thinking Source creates all of creation. You are a thought held within the mind of Source as is all of creation. Think about that for a moment and as you do realize that you are “thinking thoughts.” That is what Source is, **consciousness thinking!**
We cannot remember the totality of Source until we return to oneness AS the Whole of Source. The totality of the energy of Source is too massive for us to become aware of when expressing as a smaller, individual expression of Source. Yes, we are ALL a smaller energy, individual expression of Source as there is nothing within all of creation but Source.

All of creation exists within Source, which means all of creation exists “within the mind of Source.” There is nothing outside of Source. Consciousness IS Mind! Source creates all of creation because Source desires to experience all thoughts that Source has. The only way for Source to experience all thoughts is to create smaller energy systems within the mind of Source that allow for the creation of holographic reality fields (planets) and the illusion of holographic matter. Via the operation of a holographic physical body expression, that is created with energy sensors which we call physical body senses, Source is able to experience thoughts and discover what thoughts experience as.

Source energy in its entirety is too massive to put all of that energy within the small form expression we call a physical body. That much energy would blow such a form apart, so Source steps the energy of ITSelf down from higher to lower levels of energy within ITSelf to create an uncountable number of expressions of ITSelf that then co-create holographic reality fields within which to experience thoughts. Source is “conscious mind;” therefore, the uncountable number of smaller expressions of Source that exist within Source are “smaller energy minds” of Source’s whole mind.

Source is Eternal. All of creation is eternal because all of creation is Source. Source does not create with the intention of creating imbalance but in free-will systems Source allows the expressions of ITSelf to have free will to “think” as they experience, and doing so allows Source to experience more thoughts than may have been thought of at any given moment. Source eternally expands by thinking, creating and experiencing, which implies creation is eternally expanding.

The desire of Source to create and experience is the desire to understand and know more of self which is the true meaning of spirituality; a desire to know self. If you are seeking truth and answers to your questions
then you desire to know and discover self, which means you are a spiritual expression. Spirituality has nothing to do with the concept of organized religion yet all things are spiritual in nature even if they encounter imbalance and distortion.

Source loves all of ITSelf eternally and does not judge any part of ITSelf at any time because Source knows ALL and knows why any part of ITSelf chooses as they do at any given moment. Source creates in balance because Source desires to experience in balance, but Source is completely aware that by allowing the smaller mind expressions of ITSelf to have free will and experiment in creating, they may create imbalance. Therefore, imbalance is created via free will while experimenting during the creation process.

We cannot even begin to fathom the totality of the energy of Source in our current expression. There is no smaller expression within Source that allows us to understand the totality of Source beyond comprehending that Source is all of creation eternally and Source is Conscious Thought.

In the eternal creation process, Source creates by stepping the energy of Source down in energy from higher to lower levels of energy. It is not until the energy of Source reaches a low enough level of energy that “free will” becomes possible. Prior to that point the energy of Source is so high in energy that no imbalance via free-will choice could ever occur.

The conscious energy of Source is non-polarized energy, energy that holds no charge. The illusion of matter manifest is the result of Source non-polarized energy polarizing to create positive-charged electrical energy and negative-charged magnetic energy. We call such polarized energy electromagnetic energy. There is a lot more energy within creation than science is currently aware of.

The higher energy levels of creation are so high in energy that free-will thought cannot occur. Only the balanced thoughts of Source can express at such high levels of energy. It would be like having a self-cleaning house and desiring to experience what it is like to be a messy person, but you cannot because the house eternally cleans itself. Source steps the energy of ITSelf down to a low enough level of energy in which a messy house is possible but does so with the desired intention that the house will remain in balance.
Source does not worry about ever losing any part of ITSelf that may become distorted, imbalanced, or forget they are Source due to free-will choices. Source knows that is not possible because everything is Source and exists within Source. Source does not worry about anything because Source knows the truth about everything. Source is Love Eternally and via the emotional qualities of Love and Joy, Source creates balance for Love IS balance.

If Source was not eternal balance, creation would not exist. Free-will choices would create so many imbalances that it would eliminate creation. Source is very wise in allowing individual expressions of ITSelf to have free will as it allows Source to experience all probable thoughts, and because the higher individual minds of Source are so high in energy, imbalance cannot occur within them. They are eternally in a state of balance as non-polarized energy which then creates by polarizing energy. Imbalance can only occur via free-will choice within polarized energy in which lies the possibility of creating the opposite of any thought.

The concept of balance is pretty straightforward; we might think of something like a teeter-totter or a level plane and the balance point is the center point. When one side leans up or down further than the other side, imbalance is created. The same concept applies to all of creation. Something is either in balance or it is not. Imbalance can only occur in polarized holographic reality fields (planetary reality fields) and is only created by consciousness embodied within a polarized body expression that has encountered imbalance.

The masses have forgotten the truth of Source and that they ARE Source because the collective consciousness of this reality field has been held within a state of imbalance for billions of years. The imbalance is pretty easy to become aware of. Just look around the planet at the continuing wars, starvation and the terrible things the people of earth continue to do to each other.

Source is not a bearded man sitting on a throne in a mystical, hidden place that many call heaven. However, you have the free will to think of Source anyway you desire and call Source whatever you like. Source does not care. Everything is Source and Source is playing being everything at the same time . . .

Divine Multi-Tasking!
We are dealing with the limitations of our current moment expression so we must use concepts that people have been previously taught as a basis for understanding creation. Such has always been the case within the population of earth and is why ancient writings speak in concepts held as awareness within the people of those time frames. Therefore we must use analogies to try to create an understanding of conceptual thoughts about what is considered “Inner Creation” for the currently unaware levels of creation.

We cannot begin to try to understand Source until the energy of Source steps down to allow the process of creation to occur. That process then allows part of the energy of Source to polarize and create the opposite reaction of anything, otherwise Source is simply *still, quiet and thinking, which is non-polarized energy.*

Many people of earth are waking up to higher conscious thoughts and realizing what they were taught about God for thousands of years is not correct. They are still in the healing process of trying to understand what that really means.

Religion teaches that God is separate from self, out there, over there somewhere and that humans are lowly sinful creatures that are not supposed to understand the workings of God but should strive to be the best they can at all times and follow the rules. And if they do this, *perhaps* this hidden God will have mercy on their souls and save them from themselves. Humans are taught this because when they remember the truth of their selves they will no longer be able to be controlled and those who desire to control the masses fear nothing more than the masses waking up to remember the truth.

There are millions of people within the earth population that believe such thoughts but all will eventually heal and remember the truth. No one should be judged for their beliefs. All have free will to believe and experience as they choose but the majority of the population have not healed enough to remember that they have a choice in what they choose to believe or why it even matters what their chosen beliefs are. The false teachings of the concept of God have held the population of earth in fear and control for thousands of years and the beginning of the reason for that truth will most likely sound like a science fiction movie.
When consciousness experiences a critical mass of imbalance they forget the truth of creation, they forget Source, and they forget they ARE Source because such truth is held within the higher energy of Source and imbalance is created via loss of the energy of Source. The masses of earth have been held within a false perception of Source and a false perception of Self for a very long time and healing is finally occurring to allow memory of truth to turn back on.

Healing to become aware of higher conscious thoughts or shifting into higher consciousness IS the process of “memory turning back on to become aware of it.” This is similar to when someone experiences an injury that creates amnesia and they forget absolutely everything they know, even their own names. Then as healing occurs they begin to see flashes of memories but the memories still seem fragmented. Only when enough memory has turned back on to put fragmented thought memories back together again can the truth be remembered.

Most of the people of earth who are starting to become aware of memories turning back on are still in a stage of healing in which the memories are in pieces. Because they can only see the current perceived reality field, they try to make those pieces of memory turning on fit into their believed thought patterns. Doing so still creates fragmented streams of thoughts but at least there are pieces that allow one to wonder, ask questions and seek answers. Until healing occurs to turn back on a complete stream of thoughts then only the known and accepted view of creation is able to compute within the brain.

Before we can heal enough to be aware of truth, we must first become aware that there is something that requires healing or is out of balance. This seems rather obvious when we look at those who are dealing with emotional and mental illnesses. For example, a compulsive liar is not able to be aware they have such an illness therefore they deny they are dealing with an illness. When an entire population experiences memory wipe of the truth of creation then they have nothing to base their understanding upon except what they see and experience via the physical body form. We should not experience memory wipe simply because we birth
into a reality field to experience life in a physical body. So, the first step in healing is to become aware that something requires healing.

Those who continue to express life in an out-of-balance manner, create havoc and chaos, and who bring harm to another life form simply have not yet reached a point of healing that would allow them to know they are sick, and are expressing as such because they are sick. They may be aware of the difference between right and wrong but have not yet healed to the point of remembering that emphasis on thoughts of right and wrong are polarizing, and result in creating a life out of balance. Balance is simply Love without us judging someone or something as either right or wrong. Those who continue to express within extreme levels of imbalance are the ones who require the most healing. They may become aware that imbalance is not the way things should be but feel completely powerless to do anything about it because they cannot yet remember the “root cause” of the imbalance.

The next step is remembering the love of Source. It is only through love that healing into balance can occur. Source is Love and Love is Balance, the center, the still point of creation which is “non-polarized energy.” Only when Source energy polarizes to create positive and negative charged energy is imbalance possible via free will choices.

Source is conscious, intelligent, self-aware, loving, joyful, mindful and “thinks.” Source IS conscious mind and there is only ONE Source Mind but Source creates replicas of the Mind of Source to allow Source to step the energy of Source down to low enough levels of energy within which the illusion of reality fields can be created and experienced. Nothing within creation ever steps out of the Mind of Source. All of creation exists within the mind of Source, as the thoughts of Source. Therefore, you are a smaller mind expression of Source mind and you think and simply by thinking you create. Only the individual minds of Source can think, reason, imagine, wonder and come to a conclusion based on such things. Only the individual mind expressions of Source can create by thinking because only they can access the amount of Source energy required to do so.
The smaller manifest life expressions that the individual minds of Source create operate through instinct via the way they are created to function. This holds true even though many of them can be trained and hold memory and they hold the memory of Love through which they were created.

Ancient pagan beliefs within the masses involved the worship of many “godlets” and those pagan beliefs were “re-legioned” to allow controlling dictators to gain control of the masses. This is still a system that is working strong in modern day cultures. People “need to believe in something.” They feel love and they feel pain. Though they desire to only feel love, they hope that in believing, the pain will go away. Many people have lost hope that anything can ever make the pain go away and many people have lost faith that there is anyone called God who even cares about their pain.

Organized religion at least allow the masses a means to have faith and hope that something better might await them when they are finished with the life experience, though the concept is taught within a sea of fear. The life experience is not supposed to be filled with pain and imbalance. Source does not desire to experience pain and imbalance but desires to experience love and joy. Source does not desire any face of ItSelf to experience what imbalance allows for. You can choose to express in balance and all that it offers, and your desire to experience as such is an inherent quality of your Source expression.

If you remember your study of the religious wars, the teachings of what became the Roman Catholic Church were literally beat into the masses. The people were brainwashed into fearing God and into fearing the death of the physical body, and those fears are the strongest fears held within the consciousness of the earth collective. Truth is the only thing that can heal such fears, and truth can only be found within Source. Is it not rather ironic that the only place truth can be found is within the place that the masses were brainwashed to fear? But those doing the brainwashing were even sicker and more imbalanced than the common people and the cycles simply continued from one generation to the next.

Fear and Love cannot exist at the same time. Neither can they exist and express within the same thought pattern at the same time. Source cannot be loving and caring and wrathful and vengeful at the same time.
Fear can only exist within polarized energy that becomes imbalanced, and imbalance can only occur via
damage that turns off flows of Source energy within the polarized expression, because the non-polarized
center still point is eternally balanced.

The powers that have been controlling the earth system and the people of earth for thousands of years are
terrified that people will wake up and remember they are Source, which would allow people to remember
their power and what they are capable of creating simply by thinking. Even though there has been a
controlling force within the earth system for eons, that too is a result of the loss of the energy of Source and
no one within the earth system is immune from that fact. Once we remember the truth of self, self will no
longer be able to be controlled. That is why the controlling factions go to such great lengths to do anything to
create more fear and keep the masses busy or in survival mode in an effort to keep them from thinking and
remembering who they are. The controlling factions are so terrified of the masses waking up and
remembering the truth of their control that they even have plans in place to ignite rioting, if needed as an
excuse to exert control. But rioting is imbalance and can only create more imbalance. The way to regain
control of self occurs from within by changing the thought patterns that picture as imbalance. The controlling
factions do not know that truth and is why they expect the masses to turn to rioting or to civil wars.

The ONLY thing that can return balance within anything is the higher balanced energy of Source but one
must first remember what the Love of Source feels like. When we remember the feeling of the love of
Source then healing to remember how to “love self” can occur. That sounds pretty simple. However, there
are millions of loving, caring people incarnate on earth as well as many who are not loving, and both carry
the same imbalance to varying degrees because they live on a planet which carries this same imbalance.

We should have absolute control over our self and our physical body at all times but the population of earth
has not for a very long time. This is not because they are weak, sinful or uncaring but because of the loss of
energy which allows for memory loss and forgetting who they really are.
We can only begin to understand Source and conceptualize Source via the awareness we have at any given moment, but the awareness of the people of earth is often too focused upon the earth life experience and the illusion of manifest matter to allow opening to the awareness necessary to understand Source. To try to remember Source and that we ARE Source we must regain some memory of how Source creates all of creation.

Creation can be perceived and understood using very complex math and science but it can also be understood in very simple layman’s terms. Source and the uncountable number of smaller expressions of Source are “minds,” not physical body brains but minds. Within the many layers of creation the individual mind expressions of Source express as “stars,” and suns are a collective of stars which means that suns are a “collective mind of Source.” All of the individual star mind expressions of Source connect to each other, stepping the energy of Source down and back up in energy. They are doorways from one level of energy to the next and so are also known as “Star Gates.” You are a Sun of God, not a son of God! This truth was twisted within the re-legions to control the masses and make them believe they are lowly, sinful creatures.

Among the many things we will remember include the Eternal Spiral of Creation, the Eternal Life Grid, the Unified Field and the Divine Trinity. These are the foundation mechanics through which Source creates eternally and creates the different things that earth scientists theorize about such as string theory, a unified field of consciousness, and many different levels of energy expressions that earth science has not yet discovered.

The energy of Source does not become “visible and audible energy” until it polarizes and steps down to a low enough level of energy to do so. Prior to such occurring the energy of Source is non-visible and non-audible, which is what earth science theorizes exists and calls black/dark matter and black/dark energy but cannot examine such via their technology.
The conscious energy of mind cannot be seen or heard as it is “non-polarized energy” which is “thought.” It is still, motionless energy with the “potential” to create, a still, quiet pool of energy with the ability to become anything that any expression of Source “thinks.”

All of creation is “thought,” the thoughts of Source. We cannot experience thought until the non-polarized energy polarizes to create visible light and audible sound. Otherwise we simply exist as mind thinking, wondering what our thoughts might experience as. Our journey of self-discovery and remembering the truth of creation begins at the center point of the original thought of Source and is the exact same method by which our thoughts create.
Chapter 3
Ancient Beliefs

There are billions of people on the planet who are still holding steadfast to the ideas religion has taught them of a savior, the 2nd coming of Christ and a rapture. It does not matter what your belief system is, has been or will become and it really does not matter if you believe in Source or not, this information about Source and the truth of Source belongs to all life forms; it is your birthright.

Creation is both scientific and spiritual. Creation cannot be understood without both of these dynamics working together as Source is both scientific and spiritual. One does not have to believe in a religion to be spiritual nor does one have to believe in Source to be scientific. However, it appears both earth science and religion are finally starting to think that maybe they both hold clues to the truth that should be looked at.

When my vertical pillar opened to allow me to become aware of information from my Source level of mind I was told that the purpose of sharing this information was to “keep hope alive for the wonderful future ahead of us.” At that time, I did not realize the impact that the coming and going of the prophesized date of December 21, 2012, without the events happening that were long prophesied for over 2000 years within religions, would have within the earth population. I am just beginning to become aware of that as I write this chapter in 2014.

Having a personal relationship with Source does not require anyone but you and Source and it does not require you to believe anything. If you can feel love within yourself then you do have a personal relationship with Source.

I can see now that there is a very strong possibility for many people to begin to feel as if they are floundering and may begin questioning their ancient beliefs simply because of the time frame we are in and the way things are, or are not playing out.
You may find something in this information to assist your journey, especially if you are wondering about your ancient beliefs. If your beliefs still work for you then that is Divine as well. Yet, you owe it to yourself to at least consider thoughts that you may not have thought of.

People need to believe in something if for no other reason than to try to make sense of the chaos that occurs within the earth system. The masses have been led to believe that there is a reason for their pain and suffering and to simply “keep the faith” and they will be rewarded when the 2nd coming occurs. Now that the forecasted date of December 21, 2012 has come and gone, some people may be dealing with many emotions they do not understand, questioning the purpose of life and wondering if it all means there is not a Source after all. Subsequently, I now fully understand the guidance I received at the beginning of the process of sharing this information that there is a need to keep the faith.

The Christian religions are the result of ancient pagan beliefs being “re-legioned” by the Roman government and melded to the Hebrew beliefs of that time period in a desire to create one belief system by which they could control the masses. Something similar happened over the years to other belief systems. Yet there is still some truth held within all ancient belief systems that hold the message of love.

Just as we see today the control of the power elite of earth so too has that same power elite been in control of the earth population for thousands of years, and depending on the level of control one is talking about, for millions of years. This is only possible because people forget the truth when they incarnate for a life experience on earth so the only thing that can heal any false beliefs is truth. “The truth shall set you free,” is an ancient quote that is truth but as is the case with such information the truth has been hidden from the masses in order to control them.

The information I share is not anyone’s truth except my own. It is not possible to know truth until you know it for yourself from “within yourself.” If at this time the only thing you can be absolutely certain of is the
love you feel within yourself or the love you desire to experience, then allow that to be your truth, because it is the strongest energy anyone can become aware of. It will guide you to remember your truth.

If it were within my power I would gift the memory of Source to all life forms and I would gift the ability for memory and truth to turn back on within all life forms. However, remembering the truth is a process of healing and each person must heal at their own rate. I share the love of Source knowing for certain that in doing so it will assist all to heal at their own rate.

There is much healing that must occur, but the wonderful thing to know, become aware of, and to rejoice about is that healing has been happening all along, and the earth and her life forms have finally reached a point in their healing that allows for memory to start to turn back on.

Source is the only thing that can heal all things. If you can simply retain your focus of Source and allow yourself to feel the love of Source flow through you, then that will be enough to allow you to hold onto your faith, whatever your faith involves.

The ancient religious texts are a product of the time period they were created within. The words and analogies used to describe things within them were based on the level of consciousness of those time periods and the way the people viewed their environment. If those texts were written today and presented to the masses for the first time they would most likely be thrown into categories such as cult beliefs, pseudo science, government control and conspiracy theory. But the people of those time periods had not healed to the level of healing that we have finally reached once again, and were terrified of the world environment. They believed in magic, spells and miracles and they “needed” to believe in such things to allow them to continue to keep the love alive within their selves.

There is still warring and dictatorship going on around the world today. It was the same during the ancient time periods but to a much higher degree as there were a lot less people. It has been this way for millions of years within the earth system. It is not natural and is not the way that Source creates all of creation but is a result of major damage that occurred within the earth solar plane.
Life-forms who encounter internal damage within their energetic structure forget the truth of creation and of their selves as a result of the internal damage. It requires healing the internal damage to remember the truth. Until such occurs all are like children even though they grow to be adults. Like children they are naïve and venerable to lies and control.

Believing in magic is a good place to start just like small children do, because small children have not yet been programmed to perceive life as limited. All of creation is magical even when memory returns to remember how creation occurs, but the magic is the beauty of creation and the wonderful illusions that it allows us to experience.

Every day more memory opens within me and even though I become aware of what will most likely seem like very technical information the magic and wonder of Source and creation remains within me. It is a wonderful, joyous adventure to remember the truth and doing so allows one to advance spiritually because the personal relationship with Source continues to become stronger.

As you continue to consider the information I share with you I do hope that you too can feel and see the Love and Joy of Source that allows for this wonderful illusion we call a life experience.
Chapter 4
Belief Systems

All thoughts have a point of origin! Have you ever stopped to consider where the thoughts that make up your belief system originated? If you have, then you most likely encountered obstacles that when investigated, point back to ancient belief systems that modern day thinking tell us are all based on either ignorance of creation or superstition.

Modern day science wants us to believe that humans evolved from apes (or as fish, then climbed up on land, then became apes) and by evolving to become farmers became so much more intelligent. This led to our continuing forward to begin to create complex cities, writing systems and math. Such a theory should make people wonder why there are any apes left on the planet today, why they have not all evolved to become human.

If your belief system involves a form of organized religion, have you ever bothered to wonder where the thoughts originated to create the belief system? Most people do not. They are too busy simply living and trying to survive the best they can. Of course religion teaches that one is not supposed to wonder but simply to believe in God and follow the rules to be the best you can be, based on what religion teaches is the best you can ever hope to be.

All organized religions are a byproduct of reformatting ancient beliefs that are now considered to be pagan beliefs based on ignorance and superstition. If you were to do something as simple as research the many different holidays celebrated around the world you would discover that they are all rooted within pagan beliefs and superstition. That is pretty ironic when you discover such things and then see how the celebrated holidays have become a major part of the controlled economic system.

There are truths within all belief systems around the planet, but the truth that is held within, though still fragmented, resulted as healing occurred within the masses and people became more aware. Because they are
pieces of thoughts that someone became aware of and not full streams of thought patterns, they could only expand more false beliefs when incorporated into that moment’s belief systems.

There are common factors held within all ancient belief systems. Here are some of the more obvious ones.

- Love
- A God of some sort.
- Magic or Miracles.
- Lots of wars, battles, killing and bloodshed.
- A hierarchy or caste system. Throughout “known history” there have always been two groups, the leaders who hold all of the resources and those who are considered common. The common population evolved but only because the controlling elite allowed the common population to enjoy more liberties to get them to obey. At its finest, a reward system in varying forms.
- Supreme Beings. Every religion contains either supreme beings, angelic beings, fallen angelic beings, an evil demon being, or many perceived enemies that must be fought and conquered. That is still running very strong within the current day collective consciousness as well.
- The religious teachings portray the image that it was God who directed the wars and killing, essentially a vengeful God. This image is still held within modern day cultures. People fight in the “name of God” to protect their image of God and anyone who does not agree with their image of God is the enemy.

As previously stated, balance and imbalance cannot exist in the same thought pattern at the same time. God is either love and balance, or vengeful, warlike and wrathful, but cannot be both at the same time. Such thoughts have to have originated from somewhere. Could the point of origin have been life forms that were able to convince the masses they were gods who held much power, and who used that power to control the masses by instilling fear? If there were many godlets with a mission to control others, that would certainly
explain why such a concept of God desiring to war, fight and kill would come into collective thought patterns.

If this vengeful god holds so much power to create all of creation then why does such a supreme being require puny humans to do its fighting for it? Could not that supreme being simply send forth a bolt of lightning and take out all of the perceived enemies?

People are just starting to become aware how power and force has been used against them in the name of God to control them by becoming aware of the hidden crimes of their supposedly supreme leaders. Yet millions still adhere to ancient belief structures in spite of corrupt leaders because they need to hold onto something to believe, something that allows them to think there must be a loving God somewhere who cares about all of the pain and suffering. They have a need for hope, so they hold onto the belief that something must be reachable in which pain and suffering does not exist.

People can only believe what they know and experience when they have encountered complete memory loss. They have nothing else to base their beliefs on except what they experience via the body form because the higher thought memories are turned off to awareness.

The one constant factor that has continued to lead humanity forward is love. Love is something that can be felt deeply, something that can be known and so it is very believable. Regardless of the thousands of years of imbalance people keep putting one foot in front of the other, holding onto the will to survive because they can feel love within their selves.

There is a thought pattern that states, “money makes the world go round.” That is a false belief for love makes the world go round. Without love there would be no world. Love is Source and so it is Source that makes the world go round.

Even though all ancient belief systems hold pieces of truth within them it will be next to impossible to discern or decode those pieces of truth because the pieces are intertwined within false belief systems. That is
why modern thinking has dismissed ancient peoples for having a lack of intelligence and for living in superstition because those false beliefs do not conform with what is believed in scientific circles today.

**What is the fighting about?**

What have the people of earth been fighting over for thousands of years? What was the goal throughout history and in the wars of today? Energy! All wars, all fighting is about energy. The names of energy have simply been renamed or added to over time but they are, and have always been the same energy.

The three main staples of energy have always been natural resources, land, and people (people being considered a commodity). World leaders have always wanted to gain control of not only the resources held within other lands but the entire planet, in other words, the desire to control all energy.

In today’s modern world the people are led to believe that areas of the planet are at peace with each other. This is only because the common people do not understand the economic system and international trade. The economic system has simply allowed another way of creating war that does not involve hand-to-hand combat and creates the illusion of peace. Who pays the prices of the economic wars? The common people do because they are the ones who do the labor required to keep the economic wars in motion.

Yet, planet earth is a beautiful place which holds a whole lot of love. The beauty has remained because the masses continue to hold love within themselves, which means they continue to hold the energy of Source within. It is for this reason and this reason alone that “re-evolution” of consciousness has remained possible within the earth system, and why the earth system does not look like the Mars system does today.

The masses will not lay down their weapons and heal from the inner perceived enemy until they reach a level of conscious healing that allows them to do so. The absolutely wonderful thing to become aware of is that a level of healing has once again been reached in which the masses are starting to wake up and become aware of the false beliefs and the control they have been held within for thousands of years. This is the most
joyous thing to know about, the most joyous thing that will keep “hope alive” for the wonderful future that awaits all of us.

Why does imbalance occur? What is the driving force that has created eons of imbalance within the earth system and why has the earth system reached a critical point of healing that promises all a joyful future? The answers to these questions are vast beyond anyone’s current imagination!
Chapter 5
Manifest Matter

Manifest matter is an illusion and even though Quantum Physics states, “unless someone is looking, matter does not exist”, that really does not say much about what it means that manifest matter is an illusion. It certainly does not “feel” like an illusion when you are experiencing it and because we feel it the thought that it is an illusion does not register within the brain.

Science is dealing with growing pains of healing into truth as well and I can only imagine that it must be very confusing for scientists to realize the long accepted laws of physics will not apply to all of creation. Until they come up with more theories to try to explain the massive shift they will continue to search for answers that will appease their minds for the moment.

However, ancient science is not all wrong as it is based on the study of “particles of energy” and creation exits as both particles and “waves” of energy. The waves of energy create the particles of energy. The waves of creation step the energy of Source down to allow for the creation of particles of energy.

Science will not be able to remember what currently may seem like the secrets of creation until they too remember the truth within as the truth of creation cannot be seen or studied via their scientific instruments.

Creation is very structured yet it is not rigid and even though the higher sciences are extremely technical the process of creation is actually rather simple but even simplicity can seem challenging to comprehend until the energy opens within to allow understanding.

There are basically 4 components that allow all of creation to exist.

1. **Source – Conscious Thought – The desire to create.** The conscious thoughts of Source is the energy supply, there is no other energy within all of creation and simply by thinking Source creates replicated minds within the whole mind of Source.
2. **The Eternal Spiral**: The Eternal Spiral could be thought of as the gas tank that feeds energy to all of creation, it is the mechanic which allows for the creation of replicated minds of Source and allows all thoughts to be created.

3. **The Eternal Life Grid**: The Eternal Life Grid is the foundation energy structure which all of creation is created “within and upon”. If consciousness encounters a critical mass of damage within their Eternal Life Grid they can drop so low in energy they cannot connect to the Eternal Life Grid and therefore, cannot receive the energy of Source unto their personal system. This is called “falling” as it is a fall in energy.

4. **The Divine Trinity**: The Divine Trinity could be thought of as the engine that allows creation to be eternal. It is via what is called the “phasing cycle” of the Divine Trinity that an individual mind or face expression of Source remains an eternal individual expression. All of Source is eternal but within polarization, an individual expression of Source can encounter a critical amount of structural damage which results in termination of awareness within that individual expression. They do not cease to exist but no longer express as that individual expression.

Sounds pretty simple, right? But understanding what those components are and how they work is rather complex. We are going to look at the process step by step; at least what I have regained memory of at this moment. There will always be more to remember until we remember it all and I have regained some more memory of these beautiful pieces since I first spoke of them on the YouTube channel.

Most people who will find interest in this information will have awareness of things like chakras, auric fields, energy fields and of course the 3rd eye but it is hoped that those who have never heard of such things will find their way to this information so I will try to be as basic as possible and build into more complex information.
Mind Over Matter

Creation occurs “within mind”, nothing within creation exists outside of mind. Source creates replicated minds of the whole of Source mind that step the energy of Source down from higher to lower levels of energy. This allows for energetic environments in which the illusion of manifest matter can occur.

When we birth into the earth planetary hologram we forgot everything we knew prior to doing so, we experience the illusion that we birthed into “nothing” with nothing being what we call air above our heads and the ground beneath our feet.

We do not birth from nothing and we do not birth into nothing. We are eternally held within energy we simply cannot currently see all of the energy we are held within with our physical body eyes. Air is not “nothing”, it is the energy of Source stepping down from higher to lower levels of energy and becoming more “dense” as it does so.

The Eternal Life Grid (ELG) is created via conscious mind stepping the energy of Source down from higher to lower levels of energy and back up again. The grid allows the energy of Source to flow into creation “within Source” from the creation point which is the center point of the original thought of Source.

Don’t be confused in thinking that Source only has one thought and then stops, Source is eternal and thinks eternally which means there are an uncountable number of creation points within Source.

The ELG is the “foundation structure” that the illusion of matter is created upon, it is a grid of energy that allows energy to take on “form” and creates the structure of the “inner energy body”. The inner energy body is a body of “non-visible light” on which the “visible light
body” manifests. It is a body of “radiation” as it radiates energy. There are many levels of radiation within creation that science is not aware of and a whole lot of energy that should be expressing within the earth system that currently is not.

The ELG exists from the micro to the macro level of creation and is made of units of Source energy that is non-polarized (zero charged) which then create polarized energy (positive and negative charged). It is the Trinity interaction of these three states of energy that allows for the illusion of matter manifest.

The ELG creates a grid of energy by stepping the energy of Source down to lower levels of energy then back up again and is a grid of energy which science has named the “unified field”. The grid of the unified field is like an interconnecting highway in which consciousness flows from a creation point, into creation and back to a creation point in the Divine Trinity sequence of 12, 9 6, 3, 12. The first 12 is the creation point and the last 12 is the lowest point the energy of Source will step down to in that cycle (Zero Point Lock) and the beginning point of the next cycle of step down.

The unified field grid is a spherical grid and the individual energy systems within creation express as spheres. The spheres within spheres of creation are a result of the spiraling effect of the Eternal Spiral. We do not see our self as a sphere of energy so that understanding may be hard to conceptualize but when we remember our polarized manifest body form exists within a sphere of energy we call the auric field, it becomes easier to apply the perception of our self to a sphere of energy.

Should damage occur within a “polarized matter manifest form expression” to the ELG that disconnects the form expression from the level of mind creating it the form becomes a “finite form” as the form cannot receive the energy of Source to be an eternal form expression.

All planetary reality fields and all perceived matter that express within them are holograms created in a level of mind. Holograms are polarized energy created by the non-polarized energy of the individual replicated mind of Source. Therefore, all perceived matter manifest is “thought” held within a state of mind.
The individual replicated mind of Source projects a Ray of energy as a thought to create a holographic body form to represent their self within holographic reality fields or planetary reality fields.

The imbalance that has occurred within the earth system is a result of damage within the “projected holographic bodies” of the earth system and healing back into balance involves raising the energy of the consciousness imbued within the projected body to a high enough level of energy to allow the projected consciousness to “plug back into” the original Source mind that projected it.

The replicated minds of Source express as stars within the manifest realms of creation and Suns are a collective of star identity minds that group the energy of Source together to then create what we call a galactic plane and a solar plane.

To try to remember what all of this means and eventually how a hologram is created is Level 2 we must start at the center point of the original thought of Source or the creation point and remember the Eternal Spiral.
Chapter 6  
The Eternal Spiral of Source

I have experienced more memory turning back on since the first time I presented the information about the Eternal Spiral, Divine Trinity and the Unified Field within the Ascension Whispers YouTube videos that has allowed me to become aware of more pieces of those components and remember that a very important step was out of order in the sequence.

This memory did not turn back on within me until reaching the point where my higher consciousness made me aware it was necessary to share with people how a hologram is created before continuing from where the videos left off. That sent me into months of becoming aware of what I consider to be amazing things. Even though prior to that point I thought I held some understanding of how a hologram is created, I soon came to realize I had no clue.

Regaining memory of such things is a process of inner healing to allow accepted, false beliefs to purge and new neurons to be created to be able to become aware. It is not a process of someone telling you the information so healing must be allowed as it cannot be rushed. False beliefs can block the truth held within higher levels of energy and so the energy of Source must be able to flow into the personal system to heal or purge the false beliefs from the system.

The energy of Source creates in balance and heals in balance so someone’s belief system is not going to simply be pulled out from within them and replaced with truth, it requires reaching a point of inner healing to allow the individual consciousness to then see through the non-truth to recognize it is non-truth and then become aware of the truth. It is a process of “in with the new energy” then “out with the old energy”, which of course is thought patterns.

The mechanics of the Eternal Spiral is the process that Source creates all of creation through and is the “exact same process” that our thoughts create. We are created in the image of Source because we are a
“replicated mind expression” of the whole mind of Source and our mind expression co-creates exactly as Source does.

Source creates replicated minds of the whole mind of Source that step the energy of Source down in energy to allow for all of creation to be created. The Eternal Spiral from the center point of the original thought of Source is the process of Source creating replicated minds of Source whole mind. I was not aware of that truth until healing occurred after first presenting information on the YouTube channel.

At that time I was not aware that polarization of energy does not occur until the replicated mind is created and it occurs “within” the replicated mind so the process of the Divine Trinity being created does not occur until Source has created the replicated mind but it all occurs instantly within the whole mind of Source.

As soon as Source has a thought, it is created instantly but we are dealing with the illusion of time and to allow us to see the steps that allow a replicated mind to be created instantly we must slow down the process to be able to see the “steps” that allow instant creation to occur.

Science studies the things they see in outer space and when they become aware of something they did not know or could not see they report that information as if it is “new information” while at the same time they are aware that everything they become aware of is “old news” which means it is not new information, it is simply “remembering” what was forgotten.

Remembering the old images of outer space and what lies within it is a process of memory turning back on while looking at a scrap book of memories and it is a process of consciousness that became fragmented merging their energy back together again and regaining their lost memory as they do.

This truth implies that once full memory is recovered, the images we see in what we consider to be outer space is going to present an entirely different view of creation.

Our journey of remembering what I have regained memory of to this point starts at the beginning point of our time matrix galaxy, with the original thought of Source.
In the creation of a time matrix galaxy the Eternal Spiral is created “first” in the creation process from the center point of the original thought of Source which creates a replicated mind of the Source which holds the “thoughts” of Source in the desire to create and experience what Source is thinking.

Our current view of self and creation creates a limited view based on the illusion of space, time and matter manifest. This limited view allows us to think that there must exist one single point from which all begins. There is a single point and that single point is Source but Source “thinks” and therefore creates eternally so to believe that Source created all of perceivable creation and then stopped creating would be foolish.

Think about that thought for a moment within yourself; think about the thought you are having at this very moment. Can you feel a single point in which that thought occurred or does it simply feel like it is within you? Where within you? If you try to look deep within yourself to find a point where you feel that thought you will reach a point of limitation until your consciousness opens more to allow you to see inside yourself “within” that point of limitation and then you will reach a new point of limitation.

We cannot really understand where the center point of the original thought of Source exists within our current perception of creation because the limitations of our body form and the loss of energy of the earth system create the illusion that point must exist somewhere away from us in what we perceive as outer space.

The truth is, that point is held deep within us and the view we have of outer space is a “reflected image” of what is held within us. The image we see and call creation is an image of the encrypted or encoded thoughts we hold within our self and thought takes up no space. If thought took up space our body would have blown up a long time ago from the non-stop thoughts that flow through us.

The limitations of our current human body form is created because the body form can only hold so much energy open to our current awareness so to try to put the whole of Source mind into a limited space is useless. We cannot even begin to understand the whole of Source via the limitations of our current condition and is the reason we cannot try to understand Source until the point at which the creation process begins. We
will not remember the whole of Source until we merge all of our energy back together and return to Oneness as the whole of Source because no replicated mind of Source can hold the wholeness of Source mind.

Source is boundless and limitless, there is nothing within all of creation except the conscious energy of Source and even remembering that truth requires healing to remember that you are Source embodied and what knowing that feels like. We cannot dissect and discern the consciousness of mind, we can simply experience it which is knowing that you exist because you are self aware. As a replicated mind of Source we cannot become aware of anything until we experience it within our self.

But we are created in the image of Source because we are a replicated mind of Source and we are not suppose to forget that truth or the truth of how we create. Source does not create replicated minds of ItSelf with the intention that those expressions of ItSelf forget who they are and how they create. Source creates replicated minds of ItSelf to allow Source to experience all probable thoughts and know what thoughts experience as.

A replicated mind of Source can “only” be created by the whole mind of Source as only the whole mind of Source holds the energy required to create a replicated mind of Source. This is a very important truth to remember and will become even more important as we continue our journey to remember why we find our self where we currently do.

We cannot fully understand what it means to say the “center point of the original thought of Source” as it is a point within the whole mind of Source; a point in which Source focuses the energy of Source in the desire to think and therefore create.

In our “healed expression” of Conscious Mind we simply “know” we are Source and do not even question that knowing just like we do not question the knowing that we exist.

The process of creation begins with the creation of the Eternal Spiral at the center point of the original thought, the point in which focused conscious thought and the desire to create is focused. The simple fact of focusing energy “within self – within mind” begins the creation process but the creation process is perfection
unto itself and to know that we are a smaller expression of a Conscious Identity that is capable of creating
the creation process is unto itself very surreal and seemingly magical.

From the center of the creation point the focused conscious energy expands outward and around the
creation point in a spiraling effect. The spiraling effect is what allows creation to express as spheres within
spheres of conscious energy.

What we call the universe is “one replicated mind of Source” in which smaller energy Source replicated
minds step the energy of Source down in energy to create everything that will express within that seemingly
very large energy replicated mind.

Yes, this does imply that there is more than one universe within creation and what we call a universe is
actually a Multiverse but we will never be able to become aware of another layer of the Multiverse in our
current Source expression because all layers of the Multiverse express from higher to lower levels of energy
which keep them separated from each other like the layers of an onion. A galaxy is actually “one universe”
within a Multiverse or one verse within a much larger story.

A galaxy is an energy system that exists within the mind of Source and is created by replicated minds of
Source to create a smaller energy domain in which the illusion of manifestation can occur to allow the
replicated minds of Source to co-create and experience all probable thoughts. The process of consciousness
experiencing thoughts creates the illusion of space, time, movement and visible light and sound, so a galaxy
is actually a “time matrix”. A time matrix is a spherical grid of energy that holds layers of energy expressing
from higher to lower levels of energy.

**Creation of the Eternal Spiral**

We could think of the Eternal Spiral as the “Breath of Source” as the process occurs via Source
breathing the energy of Source in and out from the center point of the original thought simply via the desire
and will to create but the breathing process does not require lungs as we experience within our human body form.

At the center point of the original thought Source projects a “unit of conscious energy” from Source whole mind. The unit of energy is “non-polarized, zero charged energy” with the potential to become anything or potential thought creations. That is “one out breath”! The unit of energy is pulled back into the center creation point which is “one in breath”. For our understanding, we will say that the first unit of energy holds 1 quantum of energy.

The next out breath pushes the first unit of energy back out from the center point and one more unit of energy. The first unit of energy holds the quantum of 1 and the second unit of energy holds the quanta of 3.

Those 2 units go back into the center point and then 3 units of energy come back out. The first unit of energy holds the quantum of 1, the second unit holds the quanta of 3 and the third unit holds the quantum of 9. They all contract back into the creation point.

This process continues with each new unit of conscious energy expanding in quanta by the multiple of 3; 1 – 3 – 6 – 9 – 27 – 81 – 243, etc. Because the birthing process spirals the units of conscious energy around the creation point it creates a sphere of energy once the spiral reaches the beginning point. The energy continues to build in quanta of energy with each expansion and contraction phase. (note: this is the exact same process that occurs when a fetus grows in the mother’s womb or the creation of any “new” manifest form).

When the first layer of the spiral reaches the point at which the spiral began it continues 1/4 around the spherical creation point and then that layer of the replicated mind is created. It continues 1/4 rotation before the birthing of that layer is complete to create a “critical mass of energy” within that layer.

The contraction and expansion phase continues around the creation point with each new unit of energy expanding out from the creation point increasing in quanta 3 times higher than the previous unit of energy. This means that the Eternal Spiral builds energy quanta while stepping the energy of Source down in energy
at the same time because the quanta builds from the center point and spirals energy around the center point which means that the outer layer of the replicated mind holds the lowest amount of energy with quanta increasing moving back to the center point along the spiral.

All of this conscious energy is “non-polarized energy” and polarization of energy does not occur until the whole replicated mind is created. That can sound confusing at this point when we think of a fetus growing inside of a mother’s womb as we know it is possible to see images of that growing fetus and we would not be able to see that if the images we see were not polarized energy.

When we see the images of the growing fetus the fetus has already been created and is in the process of “fleshing out” the manifest expression. The fetus was actually already created within the first cell of conception. We see the fetus as if it is growing in a linear sequence of time because of the limitations our body creates in the way that we “experience or become aware” of energy. We will understand much more of what that means in Level 2 when we remember the difference between instant thought creation and then experiencing thoughts.

Energy cannot polarize until it reaches a low enough level to polarize which first requires a critical mass of energy building of the thought within mind.

As the units of energy continue to expand from the center creation point they spiral around the center point in a counter-clock wise fashion. One complete cycle around the center point creates “one layer” of a replicated mind of Source.

A whole replicated mind of Source is created when a “critical mass of energy occurs” and the critical mass of energy occurs after nine cycles around the center point. This piece is something I just recently remembered as well. It takes 9 complete cycles of energy building around the creation point to create a replicated mind of Source OR for a thought to reach a critical mass of energy to then “birth” into creation.
I have also remembered that is why birth of a human fetus generally takes 9 months but there is much more to know about that concept as it is applying the illusion of time. A subject that will be discussed at a later point.

We can use “part” of the face of our clock to see at what point one cycle stops and another starts but time in the earth system is distorted so the actual face of the earth clock does not apply. One complete cycle around the center point equals 60 “expansion and contraction phase cycles” (in and out of the center of mind or creation point). The center point is the “start 12 point”.

**Birthing Sequence**

- The first cycle is the outer sphere of the spiral and creates the lowest sphere of energy the energy of Source will step down to in that replicated mind expression. This is called the 12 Point Zero Lock Sphere or the Boundary Sphere of the replicated mind expression.
- The second cycle creates the 3 Point level of the replicated mind expression.
- The third cycle creates the 6 Point level of the replicated mind expression.
- The fourth cycle creates the 9 Point level of the replicated mind expression.
• The fifth cycle creates the 12 Point level of the replicated mind expression.

• The sixth cycle creates Layer 1 (lowest in energy) of the Light and Sound Field.

• The seventh cycle creates Layer 2 of the Light and Sound Field.

• The eighth cycle creates Layer 3 (highest in energy) of the Light and Sound Field.

• When the ninth cycle of the Eternal Spiral completes the conscious energy imbued within the replicated spherical mind reaches a critical mass of energy and the “big bang” or “birth point” of the replicated mind occurs which “instantly” brings the mind to life as an individual replicated mind of Source. Remember, a replicated mind of Source is a “thought of Source” and our thoughts create in the exact same way. The only difference in the individual mind expressions of Source creating and the whole of Source mind creating is the amount of energy held within the replicated minds and therefore, what the replicated minds are able to co-create.

Each layer of the Eternal Spiral equates into 60 cycles of expansion and contraction from the creation point but that does not equate into our 60 minute hour and is why it is called “cycles” as time is an illusion. The only reason I must apply such concepts to share information is because we are experiencing within the illusion of space and time and it is pretty hard to ignore that illusion until you can see the instant creation within yourself. If the illusion of space was not included then I would only be able to show you a blank piece of paper and say that is all there is to creation.

I “see” and “hear” from my higher conscious mind that the birthing around the Eternal Spiral occurs in a counter clockwise fashion but there are others who believe it to be a clockwise fashion. I know that is a matter of “view point” of looking at the process. If you are standing over it and looking down it would look counter clockwise, if you are standing under it and looking up it would look clockwise.

Such things really do not matter in the larger scheme of things as we “each” see creation uniquely unto our self which will become more evident as we continue our journey of remembering how a hologram is
created in Level 2. The energy of Source is not going to stop flowing and creating the way it does regardless what anyone sees or believes as the creation process is an eternal process created by Source.

The energy of Source steps down in energy while building energy quantum at the same time via this process and the process of stepping down in energy is like unwinding a clock, the process of stepping back up in energy occurs via a clockwise fashion which is the process of polarized consciousness “accreting” energy or rewinding the clock.

It really does not matter if one chooses to believe the Eternal Spiral is a clockwise or counter clockwise process as “movement” is an illusion which we will learn more about later and conscious energy does not take on the illusion of “spins” until it polarizes. Some think it matters because of the distortion of the Fibonacci Spiral and Golden Mean Triangle but later we will see how those things were created when the distortion occurred within the earth solar plane.

The Vertical Pillar

The cycles of the Eternal Spiral create the “Vertical Pillar” of the Eternal Life Grid and the Unified Field of creation. The Vertical Pillar is 12, 9, 6, 3, 12. The first 12 point is always the creation point and the last 12 point is the Zero Point Lock of one cycle and the beginning point of the next cycle of the Eternal Spiral.

There is an ancient symbol known by many within the earth system that depicts the creation of the Eternal Spiral and the energy of Source stepping down and back up in energy but I have not come across anyone who is aware of the significance of this symbol. It has been depicted in religions and within the new age movement and it is “felt” by all who know of it to represent something sacred and perhaps magical. Pre-ancient godlets knew of the importance of this symbol but they only know of it in regards to the polarization of energy as it also expresses at that level of creation.
It is a symbol that represents the energy of one spherical system creating another spherical system from its center point and it is a symbol that represents layers of mind stepping down within a whole replicated mind. It also signifies the “space” within the Eternal Life Grid where holograms are created, experienced and viewed as well as what science calls the atom. It also represents the “Eternal Eye of Source”. Many other symbols have been created from it to represent something else within the earth system which is the result of part of the energy of Source being turned off within the earth system.

It is a symbol that has been used to represent the unseen angelic presence of a supreme or angelic being and it predates the images we are used to seeing which represent the auric field.

The symbol most truly represents the step down of energy from the 12 Point Zero Lock to the next cycle of step down of the Eternal Spiral and it has been seen in NASA images displayed in the time matrix galaxy but they do not know what it represents. It is the image one sees when they are able to see one sun stepping the energy of Source down to create another sun that is lower in energy than the creation point of the sun.

It is a symbol that has been used to depict Christ Consciousness as the Christed level of Mind is depicted in the 12 point of the Eternal Spiral. When it is representing the non-polarized energy of the Eternal Spiral Vertical Pillar it is seen in a vertical position. When it is representing the polarized energy of holographic planes it is seen in the horizontal position. It has been depicted in ancient artifacts as being worn on the head and you most likely know of this symbol as the name of Vesica Piscis.

Ancient cultures were “taught” that the crescent moon was a sacred symbol that depicted God and it was worn on the head to represent a God figure but it is only “half” of the full energy of a replicated mind.
There are 12 phasing cycles in between the 12, 9, 6 & 3 points which later we will see is responsible for creating “12 sub-frequency bands” in between frequency bands. If we were to uncoil the Eternal Spiral and could look at it we would see the energy of Source stepping down from the start 12 point to lower levels of energy. We might think of that as a “gradient of energy” and if we applied the illusion of color to it we might see something that looked like this but the illusion of color does not occur until polarization of energy occurs and we have not yet reached that point in the creation process.

As the energy of Source spirals away from the center point it is cooler than the energy moving back to the center point. We could think of the center point as the source of heat and as the spiral pushes further away from the heat source it becomes cooler.

The process of stepping the energy of Source down low enough in energy to allow for the illusion of manifest matter requires the energy of Source to become cool enough in energy to be able to retain a “form” or “shape” but the energy of Source does not become cool enough to allow form until it steps down in energy to the level of creation we find our self within which is called “Layer 2 of Outer Creation”. We are going to look at diagrams that represent the energy of Source continuing to expand from the creation point to create 3 layers of creation “within” one replicated mind expression. A time matrix galaxy is one replicated mind expression of Source.

Source creates all of creation to allow Source to experience all thoughts and in doing so allows Source to discover what thoughts experience as. The way that Source experiences thoughts is by stepping the energy of Source down to a low enough level of energy that will allow for the creation of an “energetic body form” through which the thoughts of Source can be experienced.

Until the energy of Source reaches a low enough level of energy to allow form to take shape and create a body expression to experience within, Source has no clue what thoughts will experience as. Prior to that point within creation Source can only think and wonder what thoughts might experience as because the
energy of the whole of Source is so high in energy that it eternally remains the same, still balanced energy with the potential and desire to create.

Source “encrypts” the replicated minds of Source with the thoughts of Source by creating smaller energy replicated minds and stepping the energy of Source down in energy. As the replicated minds of Source step down in energy by spiraling further away from the creation point the energy becomes colder and creates ‘denser states of energy” some of which we know as electromagnetic energy.

Electromagnetic energy is of course polarized energy which then allow for the creation of what we know as “elements” but the encryption for the elements of creation are the encrypted thoughts of Source. The replicated minds of Source then co-create their thoughts by conducting Divine Elements simply by thinking, and the way that their thoughts combine elements plus the amount of energy imbued into them determine what holographic forms will be created, how they will look and how much energy can flow unto them.

Creation is the process of the energy of Source stepping down to a low enough level of energy to allow “thought” to take on form and to allow the replicated minds of Source to self create a body made of light and sound which they then imbue part of their consciousness into to allow the replicated minds of Source to experience thoughts. Nothing within creation exits outside of mind!
Chapter 7
The Big Bang

What is a “big bang”? A big bang is the “birth of a thought into the layers of creation in which holograms are created and experienced. Every thought created within holograms also create a big bang.

Where within creation are holograms created and experienced? Within a level of Mind!

Mind is not a holographic brain and mind actually has no construct or form but at the same time can take on any form it desires. We cannot “see” mind to try to understand mind because we are mind, we are a conscious, replicated mind of Source whole mind. We can experience mind because we know we exist but we cannot look at, dissect and discern mind.

The closest we are able to come in understanding consciousness is knowing that we exist, we are self aware, we think, we are “I AM”.

It may seem impossible in our current expression to even consider our self thinking and creating or existing outside of our physical body and that is the result of the state of amnesia the masses of earth have been held within for thousands of years. But, we can feel our consciousness each time we are still and quiet and focus within our self and when higher senses turn back on it is easier to feel our consciousness, at least in my experience.

As a result of amnesia, the masses of earth have forgotten inner creation; the conscious mind that allows for the creation of holographic reality fields but healing is occurring to allow memory to return. The result of forgetting inner creation and our conscious mind expression is the false perception we have of self as being the holographic, manifest body form and this false perception of self creates a false perception of creation. It creates the perception that creation exits outside of the body form.

Space science continues to flash their theories before the masses which continue to keep the false perception of creation held within the masses. Science has recently theorized that there is no “beginning
point to creation”, that there was no big bang that created all of creation. It is my belief they are correct in
that theory as there is no beginning to Source, Source always has been without a beginning or ending but we
cannot even pretend to imagine what that might actually mean while we are expressing as a smaller energy
replicated mind of Source, within Source. Understanding such truth also requires understanding what a “big
bang” really it. It is not a destructive force that explodes within creation but is simply a point of creation of a
“thought” which occurs when a thought reaches a critical mass of energy.

The amnesia and limited ability of the human body form creates the perception of finite and linear which
makes it very challenging for us to look at anything without thinking it must have had a beginning because
everything that we experience within the hologram seems to have a starting point.

The conscious eternal energy of Source is “potential energy” to become any thought and thought is the
force that creates all of creation. We can experience thought, we can think of thoughts to experience but we
cannot understand the original creation point of the thoughts of Source.

Every thought creates a big bang when it reaches a critical mass of energy and births into the realms of a
hologram. Only when consciousness is embodied to experience thoughts are the illusions of big bangs
perceivable. A big bang occurs every time a new baby births from the mother’s womb, every time a new
blade of grass births from the soil, every time a new ant births into the hologram and every time a drop of
water releases from a cloud.

There is an encryption held within the words “big bang” and that encryption speaks to us that a big bang
is a destructive force that creates chaos. Source creates in balance not via chaos.

If our consciousness was the size of the consciousness held within an ant and we saw a flower birth from
the soil it would look like chaos as the soil was pushed apart to allow the flower to birth but of course to our
level of consciousness we do not even notice what occurs when a flower births from the soil, we do not hear
the vibration that occurs as the soil is pushed apart nor do we feel the waves the vibration creates but if we
were an ant, we would be aware of those changes.
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Source is eternal and Source eternally thinks so creation is eternal, with no beginning and no ending. We cannot even try to understand Source until the point in which a thought of Source births within creation. We might think of the fabric of the unified field similar to the way we think of soil in which a flower births but we cannot see or dissect what lies within the unified field to allow the unified field to exist other than to know it is the whole of the mind of Source conscious energy.

When the units of energy reach a critical mass point of energy quantum building within the replicated mind of Source the last cycle is so high in energy that the big bang explosion occurs and it is at this point that [God Spoke and said – “Let there be light”]. It is this point when the thought of Source births into the unified field and sets the creation process in motion “within” the newly created replicated mind.

**Creation of a New Thought**

When 9 phasing cycles of the Eternal Spiral have completed the next expansion cycle from the center point is so high in energy that it creates within the level of mind a “Star Burst of Rays” of energy that expand outward from the center point to the 12 point zero lock sphere.

The manifest realms of creation occur within 12 point zero locks spheres, the lowest point of energy that the energy of Source will step down to within a level of mind.

The “rays” of the star burst bend when they reach the boundary of the 12 point zero lock sphere and return to the center creation 12 point. Every center 12 point within every replicated mind of Source is a creation point doorway that connects to the previous 12 point of the Eternal Spiral which is the 12 point zero lock sphere of the pervious cycle on the Eternal Spiral.

A time matrix galaxy is a replicated mind of Source “in which” the energy of Source *steps down* in energy and the replicated mind of Source expressing as the time matrix continues to create smaller energy minds within that mind expression.

The replicated minds of Source express as “stars” within the manifest realms of creation. Suns are stars that consist of a “collective” of individual replicated minds of Source. To our current awareness the
individual expressions that makes up the collective Sun mind would look like flames. Each individual replicated mind of Source holds its quantum amount of energy which makes up the whole energy of a Sun.

We experience the operation of a Sun as if massive big bangs occur within the Sun which is because our level of energy seeing that operation is much lower in energy than the energy of the Sun. We see the Sun as if it is outside of our body because our consciousness imbued within the body is much lower in energy than the energy of the Sun. Our body exists in the 12 point zero lock sphere of the Sun which we call the solar plane.

What we call the universe is a 12 point zero lock sphere of a much larger replicated mind of Source and all within it are the thoughts of Source created as smaller energy replicated minds of Source. Creation only seems to be so large to us because we are viewing energy that is massive in size compared to the level of our consciousness imbued within the human body form. But all of creation is “thought” and thought takes up no space. Space and time are an illusion that is only experienced when consciousness is embodied to experience the illusion of separation.

The image that we see and call creation is a “thought” that is held within our conscious mind and the operation of the body form allows us to see that image “inside of the brain of the body”. That image does not exist outside of our body but is held within us as thought. The only thing that exists outside of our body are layers of spheres within spheres of conscious energy. Using the layers of an onion analogy, our body exits within one layer of the onion.

When the big bang occurs that creates the replicated mind of Source that will express as a time matrix galaxy it does not create perceivable light or audible sound. It simply creates waves of energy.

What science theorizes about and calls black matter, dark matter, dark energy are the waves of consciousness ever expanding within a replicated mind of Source, within a spherical domain that exists within the whole mind of Source.
Birthing into the unified field of creation occurs via “white holes”, to use the language of science, and consciousness leaves one layer of creation via a black hole to merge into the previous layer of creation via a white hole. Black and white holes are “gateways”, they exist within the fabric of the unified field and within all Star / Suns and because they are gateways they are called star gates.

Every consciousness that births into a hologram does so by moving their consciousness through a white hole and when they exit the hologram they do so via a black hole. This is the tunnel that people report moving through during near death experiences.

The gateways are not really black or white; the illusion of them being black and white is experienced as consciousness steps into lower levels of energy which turns off energy to awareness and then back into higher levels of energy which turns back on energy to awareness.

Light and sound only become perceivable when consciousness is embodied within a form that allows them to be perceivable.

When a big bang thought of Source occurs within the whole mind of Source to allow for the creation of an energy system called a time matrix there is not a perceivable explosion of light and sound that occurs within the unified field, there is no singular point to look back to and “see” as nothing is viewable until the birth occurs. Everything that we see that seems to exist in the galactic plane around the galactic sun is a hologram. Our Source Conscious mind expressing as our time matrix galaxy is the Galactic Sun.

Physics is the study of “particles of energy” and particles of energy birth within “waves of energy” but it is not possible to see the cause of the waves of energy but only to see the effect of the cause. Waves and spheres of energy are the result of the Eternal Spiral which spirals non-visible and non-audible conscious energy (non-polarized) from within a creation point to reach a critical mass of energy which then projects rays of energy into a zero point lock sphere.

When a thought reaches a critical mass of energy and births forth via a big bang the thought is created “instantly”. The thoughts of Source create everything Source intends instantly and so do our thoughts as an
individual expression of Source. In Level 2 we will remember why we do not currently experience our thoughts instantly.

At this time we are looking at the process of creation that allows what we call the universe to be created by Source, from the center point of an original thought of Source. This means that the quantum of energy input by Source into that level of replicated mind is beyond the comprehension of our current level of energy expression.

Each ray that bursts forth on the big bang ray within the Multiverse (we call universe) bursts forth on a four pointed axis of the Eternal Spiral. Each of the uncountable number of rays of the Multiverse big bang is the expression of an uncountable number of time matrix galaxies. Each ray has its 12, 9, 6, 3, 12 point around the Eternal Spiral and we are going to follow “ONE FOUR POINT RAY” into our time matrix galaxy to continue to look at the steps of creation to reach the point where we currently find our self.

At the center point of the original thought of Source there is no separation, there is no illusion of an uncountable number of time matrix galaxies; all are one. The illusion of separation occurs as the energy of Source steps down in energy following the Rays of energy that expand outward from the center point.

The encrypted thought of Source held within each ray determines how a time matrix galaxy will express within creation.
The point of focus and the energy level of consciousness viewing the unified field of creation determines how the unified field is perceived. The energy level of the consciousness viewing determines the illusion of the seemingly massive size of the unified field.

There is a point of energy where the view is simply of spheres within spheres everywhere you look. It is like being a bubble in a bubble bath and all you can see all around you are more bubbles. We do have part of our conscious energy stationed or seated in that level of the time matrix as well but from that level of expression we could not experience the illusions a hologram allows us to experience.
Chapter 8
The Layers of a Time Matrix – Galaxy

There are 3 layers of a time matrix galaxy that step the energy of Source down to a low enough level of energy to allow holographic reality fields to be created.

- Layer 1 is called Inner Creation.
- Layer 2 is called Layer 1 of Outer Creation.
- Layer 3 is called Layer 2 of Outer Creation.

Inner Creation

Each layer of a time matrix is a level of Source mind and expresses as a “collective mind”. Each layer is a whole mind expression which holds individual mind expressions of Source.

We each have an expression of our individual expression of Source seated within the inner layers of creation because to step our energy down to express in the Outer Layers of creation we have had to leave a part of our energy at all previous levels.
Layer 1 & 2 of outer creation occur in the 12 Point Zero Lock Sphere represented in the image above as the black, outer sphere. The spheres do not actually create space between them but in order to create illustrations I must include the illusion of space or we would not be able to see anything.

A collective consciousness “thinks” the same thoughts at the same time and all work together at the same time to eternally hold the Inner Layers of creation.

The people of earth are a Collective Mind but have temporarily forgotten that fact. When we see a flock of birds on the ground that all take flight for no obvious reason, we are seeing a collective mind in action as they are all plugged into the same stream of thoughts.

Creation is very much like a conveyer belt of Source energy expanding from the center point and back into the center point so even though individual mind expressions of Source can return to the center point and return to Oneness with Source there is eternally new individual mind expressions birthing from the center point and into outer creation. Creation is eternal because Source is eternal!

In the above image we see the following. I have also remembered since the YouTube videos that Sound creates Light and this aspect applies within all layers as the energy of Source steps down.

- **Creation Point** – Center Point of the original thought. 12 Point.
- **Sound Field** – Inaudible Sound vibration field. 9 Point.
- **Light Field** – Non-Visible Light field. 6 Point.
- **Sound Field** – Inaudible Sound vibration field. 3 Point.
- **Hub Domain** – Collective Mind, remains seated in Inner Creation. 12 Point.
- **Middle Domain** – Inaudible Sound Field, Collective Mind, remains seated in Inner Creation. 9 Point.
- **Outer Domain** – Non-Visible Light Field, Collective Mind, remains seated in Inner Creation. 6 Point.
- **Outer Core** – Inaudible Sound Field, Collective Mind, remains seated in Inner Creation. 3 Point.

The outer black sphere in the above image represents the 12 point zero lock of the original thought of Source in which our time matrix resides within the Multiverse and it is within this spherical layer that we currently
find our self in what looks to us like a sea of space filled with an uncountable number of stars. As we continue to follow the one Ray of the big bang we will be looking within that 12 point zero lock sphere to remember how the outer layers of Outer creation occur and what a 4 pointed axis means.

When the birth point or big bang point occurs and the “non-polarized” (inaudible, invisible) rays are “projected” into the Zero Point Lock Sphere by the mind expressions of Inner Creation, they carry with them the exact same process of creation. The energy is non-polarized because it is replicated conscious minds of Source who then later create polarized energy within the Zero Point Lock Sphere. Only replicated conscious minds of Source can create by thinking as they are the image of Source. Only the whole of Source can create replicated minds of Source.

If we could see the Rays as they expand into the Zero Point Lock Sphere we would see that they spiral. The spiraling effect is the result of the Eternal Spiral and is what creates “waves” and “spheres” of energy within the manifest realms of creation. It is why creation expresses as spheres but spheres does not mean a perfect circle as energy is also a wave and quite mutable. Regardless of that fact the illustrations will continue to be created as spherical circles as it is much easier to create them.

Remember, all of these steps occur instantly but we are looking at the process as if they occur in steps so we can see the steps.

Layer One of Outer Creation

When we looked at the Eternal Spiral we saw the birth points of the layers of a replicated mind around the sphere. That does not seem to mean much at that level of creation but when we continue to look at the layers of creation it becomes more important to understand what the top point of a sphere is. This is because creation exists in the “same space, at the same time” and it does so because; (1) creation is thought that takes up no space and (2) creation expresses from higher to lower levels of energy.
Just like you cannot plug something like a washing machine into regular household current and expect it to work, neither can you plug lower conscious energy into higher conscious energy; the higher conscious energy would blow up the lower conscious energy. The process of creation occurs via consciousness stepping down in energy and the lower levels of consciousness must then “re-accrete” or merge their energy back together to experience in higher levels of energy. Doing so is the process of ascension but Source does not go to so much effort to create all of creation to allow Source to experience all probable thoughts to hurry up and get done experiencing thoughts and pull all of the individual mind expressions of ITSelf back into a creation point. The concept of ascension has been misunderstood within religions and the new age movement.

This illustration represents Layer 1 of Outer Creation. The colors are simply to make the image easier to see. The 4 pointed axis is the result of the birthing points that we saw on the Eternal Spiral which determine the direction of the burst of the rays of the layers of one replicated mind. The center point is always the same as the layers are the result of the rays being projected from the center points of the layers of mind of the Inner System.
The 4 projected rays are of “one time matrix”. Each ray is non-polarized conscious energy, replicated minds of Source stepping the energy of Source down in energy. Each ray “radiates energy” and the radiation that is emitted creates a spherical domain of energy. Each spherical domain holds lower to higher energy which means the energy is cooling as it steps down or becoming less amounts of radiation.

Just like we saw on the Eternal Spiral and looking at it as if it occurs in steps;

- The system at the 9 point location births first and is called the Inner Anti-Particle System of Layer One of Outer Creation.
- Birthing simultaneously on the same “plane” is the Inner Particle System of Layer One of Outer Creation at the 3 point of the sphere.
- Birthing simultaneously at the 6 point of the sphere is the Anti-Particle System of Layer One of Outer Creation.
- Birthing simultaneously at the 12 point of the sphere is the Particle System of Layer One of Outer Creation.

We can call all of these systems “earth” if we like but the earth system we are currently experiencing within is not in alignment with these systems. However the “healed expression of earth” is and that is what we will be merging back into healing from this earth system. I am aware that the name of the healed expression of earth is EaRA and I have a tendency to forget that small, silent “a” when I share that with people. We will discover at a later time how that changed into the name earth.

These 4 systems actually exist as spheres within each other within the Zero Point Lock Sphere of the Inner Creation system but they are all pointing in different directions even though they share the same center point and they hold higher to lower levels of energy. That only becomes important when you are looking into the systems and trying to figure out which way is up and down. Of course the part of our self that is seated in those systems knows that.
I did not remember until after the YouTube videos that each system is either a Sound Field or a Light Field. As we can see from the illustration, the Anti-Particle Systems are Sound fields which create the Light Field Particle systems.

We can also become aware that creation occurs from the Inside Out and not the Outside In. As we merge “inward” the energy continues to increase. There has been a major misconception held within the masses of earth for thousands of years that higher energy means up over your head in what we call outer space. This is a result of forgetting Inner Creation and how creation occurs from the inside stepping the energy of Source down in energy as it expands to the outside.

The misconception also comes from the fact that we see things larger than us expressing at a higher level of energy as if they exist outside of our physical body, such as the sun, and this creates the illusion that higher must be outward but it is an illusion and in Level 2 when we step into the solar system we will remember how the illusion is created.

There are not just 4 rays that expand outward but the concept of what that means changes slightly as we step into lower and lower layers of energy. At this point of our journey, that is the layer of the time matrix we find our self within in Layer 1 of Outer Creation and the other uncountable number of rays are other time matrices within creation.

When the rays reach the boundary of the Zero Point Lock Sphere of Inner Creation, they “bend” and flow back to the creation point which is the beginning 12 point of the four rays or pillars of conscious energy. As they flow back to the creation point they create Layer 2 of Outer Creation.
Layer Two of Outer Creation

Notice that as the rays bend and travel back to the creation point the “top” of those rays are now at the opposite end as to what they were in Layer One of Outer Creation.

- The *Inner* Anti-Particle Sound Field births at the 9 point axis.
- Simultaneously, the *Inner* Particle Light Field births at the 3 point axis, the Anti-Particle Sound Field births at the 6 point axis and the Particle Light Field births at the 12 point axis.

The Particle Light Field of Layer Two of Outer Creation is what we call the Milky Way Galaxy.

Sound creates light but light and sound are not understood within the earth system and is not what it is thought to be.

We have 3 layers of Light and Sound Fields within Inner Creation, the 4 Layers of Inner Creation, 4 Layers of Layer 1 of Outer Creation and 4 Layers of Layer 2 of Outer creation which means one time matrix consists of 15 dimensional layers.

Everything that is held within Inner Creation “reflects outward” as the Rays expand out from the creation point so the Light and Sound Fields at the center point reflect outward and surround the Zero Point Lock of Inner Creation. This applies within all levels of creation and of course the energy steps down in energy through all levels of creation. All conscious energy emits radiation and the amount of radiation depends on
the level of energy within creation one finds their self. The amount of radiation space science knows of within our solar system is like nothing compared to what surrounds our solar system and beyond.

**Remember the Vesica Piscis Symbol?**

![Vesica Piscis Symbol]

On the next page are two images provided to us from NASA which they call the Fermi Bubbles named after their Fermi telescope that discovered them.
FIGURE 9 FERMI BUBBLES ONE

FIGURE 10 FERMI BUBBLES TWO

Fermi data reveal giant gamma-ray bubbles

Credit: NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT/D. Finkbeiner et al.
Layer One of our Time Matrix Galaxy exits on the underneath side our Time Matrix Galaxy but the only thing that actually exists is what we call the Galactic Sun. The Sun of Layer 1 steps down in energy to create the Sun at the center of our Time Matrix Galaxy and the Vesica Piscis symbol has always depicted that fact.

Everything that exists within our time matrix galaxy exists within the Sun at the center of the time matrix as “thoughts” held within the Source Conscious Mind of the Galactic Sun. Everything that we “think” exists within the Galactic Plane is a hologram which is created by the replicated minds of Source expressing as the Galactic Sun. All that we see and think exists within the Galactic Plane is the result of Rays of consciousness being projected from the Source mind expression of the Galactic Sun and it all exists “inside of us” as thought. We see and experience all of it inside of us as thoughts flow through us.

I realize that may sound pretty crazy and it may still sound crazy after we enter our solar system in Level 2 of the material but hopefully then it will become a bit easier to consider.
Chapter 9
Final Thoughts

Less than a year ago I would have included the information on the creation of the Eternal Life Grid at this point but I have since healed to remember more of how the Eternal Life Grid is created and how the non-polarized replicated minds of Source of the Vertical Pillar step energy down to create polarized energy and holographic reality fields.

When I had completed the last video of information for the YouTube channel my Source Conscious Mind said that it would be useless to continue until I shared how a hologram is created. At that point, I had no clue and what little bit I thought I knew I realized was next to nothing once the information began to open within me. But it has not been a quick process. It requires waiting to allow more of Source energy to embody and healing false beliefs to be able to become aware of information held within higher energy.

It continues to be my experience that memory turns back on in pieces and chunks and in no particular order. I have continued to share bits and pieces of things on the Ascension Whispers website and within the Ascension Whispers FaceBook group but it would be a disservice to try to share things that require lots of words and images so I simply continue to allow the process to unfold as it should.

If you are reading this information and do not have access to the internet to find the information I have shared there, rest assured it will be shared in book format as well as it is my desire that all who desire this information be able to access it. Creation is absolutely beautiful and we ARE ALL a replicated mind of Source embodied who has simply entered into a system that has encountered structural damage to assist to heal the consciousness that became trapped within the system to be freed and we have been successful in our mission. Now it is simply a matter of healing to regain our memory and reach a high enough level of energy to be able to merge back out of the earth system and into the healed earth system.
We are not separate from anything as it is not possible to be separate when you are an expression of Source. Nothing within creation is separate, separation is an illusion created via consciousness expressing at different levels of energy.

There is much more to share with you and most of it is technical information such as this but I do try to make it as easy to understand as I can myself. There is no reason to take up more of your time if you do not find resonance with any of the things I have shared in this book with you so I will leave the heavier things for Level 2.

I had mentioned at the beginning that I would share with you what I had remembered so far as to “why” I am able to access this information now. Of course it requires healing to be able to become aware of it but I know today that is because of being a Walk-In and an experience I had when I was 6 years old. I have shared this on a YouTube video but in case you missed it or cannot access it, I will share the bulk of it here as well.

**Walk-Ins & the New Age Movement**

I have wanted to share what I know about the concept of Walk-Ins for some time but it seems there is always more that needs to be focused on in the moment. There is so much to share that many times I find myself sitting in a pool of overwhelm.

The concept of Walk-Ins was brought into the awareness of the earth population by a writer in the 1980’s named Ruth Shick Montgomery. She was one of many who led the way at that time into what quickly evolved into the new age movement. She evolved from being a political writer to being a self-proclaimed psychic who wrote many books considered to be in line with occult thinking and along with writers like Jess Stern was a refreshing read for consciousness that was rapidly waking up and seeking truth. Prior to that time there was not much to discover beyond the Edgar Cayce information.

The rave during that time frame was the concept of “spirit guides” but what eventually became the new age movement actually began in late antiquity as people began to seek something beyond the religions that
had been forced upon them. The people of earth have always been fixated with the death process and for
good reason. It has been used to keep the people of earth trapped in fear to allow them to be easier to be
controlled. So it should not be of any surprise that many would seek anything they could find to assist easing
some of the fear of dearth of the physical body form.

Psychics became a new rave even in late antiquity but most of them were fakes and it was not very long
before the whole concept acquired a bad reputation. Holy visions were acceptable but not psychic readings
so it became kind of a hidden, underground past time for people to meet secretly in private homes to attend
séances and get a psychic reading.

Fast forward to the 1980’s and many within the population were ripe and ready for anything considered
to be occult information because they were seeking truth that main stream thinking and controlled religions
would not provide. But the term occult left a bad taste in everyone’s mouth and after the Cayce transcripts
and the talk of Atlantis, a one world order and a new age, the things once called occult were wrapped up in a
bundle and re-titled New Age – The Age of Enlightenment.

The movement was fast and furious considering how long it took it to grow from late antiquity but it had
lots of help becoming fast and furious. The newest rave became everyone saying they were channeling some
ET life form that many called a Guardian Angel, A Spirit Guide, An Ascended Master or any other name that
would get people’s attention.

The UFO movement and New Age movement seemed to take on shared evolution at some point and
became intertwined, with authors such as Montgomery releasing all kinds of information from the “spirit
guides”. At one point Montgomery stated that she had been in contact with ET life forms but she still
referred to her contacts as her spirit guides and called them Lilly and “the group”.

Montgomery was the first to report about Walk-Ins and her account was that a Walk-In was a process of
a person becoming so distraught with their life experience that they truly wanted to die and instead of
wasting a good body a “higher part of their spirit” would change places with them and take over the body
and allow them to be released. Of course the higher spirit would then turn the life of the person around completely and they would live happily ever after and be in service to share the love of God.

Montgomery claimed to be a Walk-In as told to her by her guides and reported that there were many people incarnate who were Walk-Ins. Then the new rave became everyone wanting to find out if they too were a Walk-In and how to get in touch with their spirit guides.

Montgomery reported that she received the information from Lilly and the group via automatic writing in which someone from the group would take control of her body and handwrite the information she eventually shared in her books. That became the next rave, people wanting to learn how to do automatic writing.

I read all of Montgomery’s books and anything I could get my hands on. She was a compelling writer and the eager seeker was destined to believe.

Her information and information from many other new age writers of that time frame circled through the new age movement like a raging river. Angels became a fad and everywhere you went was all kinds of angel things one must have. New Age book stores began to open anywhere someone could rent space and they thrived for quite some time. But the new age movement was still considered to be of the occult so gatherings in private homes continued and you had to know someone who knew someone to find out where a gathering was occurring.

Alien abductions and new alien channels began to come out in force and anyone who was interested in anything outside of mainstream either took an interest in the UFO or the New Age Movement.

Today, I know, today I am aware and today I know for absolute certain that NO one that is of a Higher Conscious Mind of Source would EVER interfere with the re-evolution of life forms. If it were possible for your Higher Conscious Mind to simply feed you information then everyone within the earth system would already know everything there is to remember. If it were possible for a life form or a collective of life forms
to simply heal the masses of earth and allow them to return to a blissful state, it would have occurred a long time ago and none of the earth drama would have played out.

Only life forms that have become so distorted that they desire to control and consume would ever interfere with the free will of other life forms. I know that may be a hard thing to consider because there are many who continue to receive information from their ET contacts and many reporting the information their ET contacts tell them to report to the public. Discernment is required regardless what we desire to look into and I continue to suggest to everyone, believe nothing until you know it for certain from within yourself, not because someone told you.

It is “my truth” that the Walk-In process has nothing to do with a person desiring to leave their body and a higher part of their self changing places with them. That process is the process of body snatching and an alien life form taking control of the body form and the consciousness housed within the body. Simply because of the way a holographic body form is created, which will be presented in Level 2, it is not possible for an exchange to occur as such. Those within the new age movement who have continued to state such have simply carried forth the beliefs they accepted from Montgomery.

The Walk-In process is about getting “more” of Source consciousness embodied within a system that has encountered internal damage and which consciousness has become trapped within.

As you can see from the information presented here, the process of the conscious energy of Source entering into any system requires that the system be able to hold the energy. If it cannot, then the system would be blown up.

The Walk-In process is not something new but had only become possible in larger amounts around the late 1940’s and into the early 1950’s with a continued increase from that point as the collective pool of the earth system was able to support more higher energy plugging into the earth system.

There is much to put into book form about the damage that occurred within the earth system and I will get there eventually but have shared quite a lot of it on the website.
Without more technical detail, this may not make a whole lot of sense at this moment but the rest of the technical detail cannot be presented until the information concerning how a hologram is presented.

For now, because of the damage of the earth system the Vertical Pillar was taken out of alignment and when consciousness incarnates into the system they must take on the same damage to do so. Doing so is the only way to get the higher energy of Source required to heal the damage into the system.

If the consciousness is able to hold the 6th chakra 3rd eye for a long enough amount of time before it takes on the out of alignment distortion and the body is able to grow to allow more of the individual’s consciousness to come into the body then such can occur via the 6th chakra. If such can occur and the embodied consciousness is able to hold onto the 6th chakra alignment long enough for the body to grow to house more energy then it is possible for more than one Walk-In process to occur during the life experience.

But consciousness does NOT leave the body to allow other consciousness to take over the body. If a Walk-In occurs it is because it can and it is ONLY the energy of the consciousness that comes into the body via their Vertical Pillar.

When you become aware of higher energy information opening within you it does not come from outside of yourself, it comes from you into you and you become aware just like you become aware of any other thought you have. It is not a process of someone feeding you information.

There was a “realignment” that occurred within the Eternal Life forms of the earth system in February 2014 which reconnected the 3rd chakra within the Eternal Life Grid that was called the 3-3-3 Realignment and the Vertical Pillar re-connection occurred on December 12, 2013 to bring the Vertical Pillar back into alignment within the Eternal Life forms of the earth system. Much healing still has to occur to allow new neural networks to grow and reconnect to the Eternal Life grid of the life forms of the earth system and is why many people are becoming aware of higher conscious thoughts.

Once the 3-3-3 Realignment occurred, I no longer feel like I am talking to myself who previously felt like was at the right side of my body, which is where the Vertical Pillar was shifted out of alignment to.
it just feels like I am talking to myself, just like anyone might talk to their self but in doing so I am focusing “within myself” to allow me to see what I see through the 3rd eye of the 6th chakra.

When I was six years old I was sitting under a big tree and a playmate was up in the tree building a tree house. He “accidently” knocked the hammer off of the boards and it hit me in the head right in front of my 6th chakra. I did not recall this experience or the implications of it until shortly before the time I shared this in the YouTube video but today I am aware it was not an accident. It was a needed thing to keep my 6th chakra open to allow a Walk-In process to occur. It was not that my higher conscious mind pushed the hammer off to hit me in the head but that I sub-consciously “chose” to be in the right place at the right time.

Aside from scaring the pants off my mother, “six stitches” and it occurring in the month of June right before my “6th birthday”, headaches for a bit and having to limit my time in the sun, I was fine, just another childhood incident in which “things happen”.

Please DO NOT go hitting yourself in the head with anything to try to open your 6th chakra, most likely you would kill the body at worst or get a very bad headache at best. But, a knock on the head can sometimes open the 6th chakra and is one of the reasons why I have been able to hold it and experience more than one Walk-In process which I know today is why I am able to become aware of this information.

There are hundreds of thousands of Walk-Ins incarnate on earth and there will continue to be more as the energy of the system continues to increase.

Thank you for taking the time to read some of what I hold to share with you. Hopefully you can find something within it to assist your journey. As stated, there is a whole lot more to share and I continue to work on it every day to be able to share it with whomever is interested. I do not know how long it is going to take to complete Level 2 but it is already in progress. All in Divine Right Timing and Divine Right Order.

Loving Joy Blessings To All